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MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

•

hopes Held
In Settlement
Steel Talks

Chandler Spends
Day In Hopkinsville
MOPKINSVILLE, Jtme 30 It? —
A. B. Chandler devoted an entire
day of campaigning to Hopkinsville
and Christian County today, with
a speech scheduled this noon before
the Hopkinsville Kiwanis Club.

Search Still
On For Three
U. S. Airmen

36 MORE NUMBERS, PLEASE

First Meet Of Semi - eekly Paper Purchased
Auxiliary is By Ledger & Times President
He1dTuesday

major civic and club importance.
anniversary as editor-publisher of
The Parisian just one month ago.
He came to Paris from Beaumont.
Texas, where he was editor of
the Journal for thirty years.
Williams said there would be
no personnel change to far as
concerned.
Post-Intelligencer • is
W. Bryant Williams, present publisher, will become publisher of
W. Percy Williams. prtaident. of both papers and staff members
Paris Publishing_5Jur1hany, said will remain the same as heretothat purchase of the semi-weekly fore.
newspaper and job printing office
Also the announcement was merle
and plant was decided upon as there will be no rate changes
behtef
the
in
an economy measure
for either paper, subscriptions or
that one firm can effect savings advertising
the
in publication costs and at
The purchase made by Williams
same time serve the public better. is the ninth newspaper purchase
that he has made in his fifty
The Paris Post-Intelligencer obcareer as a newspaper man.
served it's Silver Anniversary as year
The ocmplete list, of newspapers
a daily newspaper just one month
has tfurchased is asfollows:
ago. It wa? orverted from weekly he
Tumaloosa rAla a News in 1924.
1930
2.
June
publication
ti daily
Tuscaloosa Thnes-Gazette in 1914.
Ward observed his first
Mr
Florence (Alai Times in 1924.
Florence Daily News in 1925.
Parrs rTenn.) Post Intelligencer
in 1927.
Ledger and Times in 1941.
West Kentuckian in 1942
Fulton Daily Leader in 1948
The Parisian in 1955
In each case the newspaper continued to be published or was
combined with another publication.
Williams started his career as
newspaper man in Birmingham,
a
presented
was
Jr
Fred Schultz
Alabama where he was a carrier
Murray
of
gavel
the presidental
for the Birmingham newspapers.
Lions Club by retiring president
He later became circulation manannual
clubs
C B Ford during the
for one of the papers.
ager
night
installation meeting. Tuesday
He entered the publishing field
Juno 26th
himself when he made the purchase
Other POW officers installed to
in Tuscaloosa. Alabama
Williams has strived always to
publish a family type newspaper.
accented the
.41119
newt and held a vigorous editorial

Paris, Term . June 30 — Announcement was made today by The
Paris Publishing Company, Inc.,
that it has acquired by purchase
from W.- W. Ward all of the
assets of The Parisian. a semiweekly newspaper. The paper will
hereafter be published as a weekly
from the plant of the Paris PostIntelligencer.

By L ROBERT SHUBERT
The anti - administration candiPress Staff Cerrespendeat date for the Democratic guberna—A top union torial nomination also was schedURGH
.! said today he "hoped" to uled to speak here tonight. Friday
to report settlement in the he will be at Dawson Springs.
austry image negotiations Dixon and Madisonville and on
• —only four hours before Saturday he will attend the anelworkers are set to be- nual Blackberry Festival at Carlicowide strike.
isle.
. Abel, secretary-treasurer
Steelworkers,
Wednesday Chandler and
his
' CIO United
President David J Mc- opponent Bert T Combs, both atmore
hoped to make a
tended White Villa Das at Covingreport on the progress of ton.
aotladons with U.S. Steel Corp.
During the huge picnic, a train
late this afternoon.
Abel made the anouncement to passed on a railroad running beside
gicitip of union negotiators who the picnic ground. Chandler ran onto
embled to hear McDonald re- the railroad right of way to wave
it on his talks with John A. • greeting to the train crew. The
ephena. "Big Steel" vice presi- railroad brotherhoods have endorss. said chief negotiator. McDon. ed his candicacy.
He also spoke at Newport Wedunable to attend the meetald
heduled because he was nesday night, saying that his opwith ponent would try to restore a sales
meetings
tanual"
tax in Kentucky

YOKOSUKA, Japan. June 30 1.8
The first meeting of the Murray
— A vast air-sea search armada
Hospital Auxiliary was held on
alawn of the Murray Hospital
fought against time, fog and darkness tonight to locate and rescue
at '3 p. m. on Tuesday, June 28
with over 20 ladies present.
a U S. Marine airman fighting
for survival for five days on a
Thor present represented the
tiny rubber life raft somewhere
town Of Murray and surrounding
in the vastness of the Pacific
towns.
Ocean,
•1
Three times today faint radio
Mrs. H. T. Waldrop presided.
signals from the missing man were
administrator,
Mr. Karl Warming,
intercepted, raising hopes that he
informed the group of the urgent
could be saved.
need for •a hospital auxiliary.
But intensive efforts to draw a
He stated that an 'auxiliary was
radii "flit" on his location failed
needed, first as a public relations
committee for Car hospital. Mr.
Darkness and a fog-bank which
Warming defined public relations
moved in over the search area
as "doing something to make peotonight dimmed hopes for the
ple like you." The hospital needs
unidentified airman who has clung
to have a wen-informed public
to the little raft ever :since his
who understands the needs of the
fighter-bomber plane went down
First segment pulled ashore at Clarenville, Newfoundland, oa
hospital and therefore would be
at sea on Sunday
gasoline drums. Ship is the Monarch, world's largest cable ship.
willing to give support to the
An Air Force spokesman said the
hospitaL
weak and faltering signal was
Secondly, oaas hospital needs an
heard about 4 p m —the third
auxiliary to raise funds through
since daybreak. But the vastness of
sales, bazaars, shows, etc. for the
Ireeves Radio Time
l'
the ocean still balked efforts by
hospital. The administrator said
mon also annourmed that
the searching ships and planes to
that today's hospitals can no longer
Id had reserved tentative
find the flier.
be subsidized by low-salaried emthe American Broadcast
The call almost :certainly Was
ployees and large gifts from friends
work to go on the air at
from one of three Marine fliers
costs
or corporations. Hospital
.m if he does not have a
lost in the waters off Japan, but
have reaahed the point where they
wage agreement with the
the Marines were uncertain whetndare not raise rates any higher
dustry by then McDonald
SHEFFIELD, England (la — Dame er_it was from one of two men lost
and therefore 'must seek other
. to report the union's side
a
from
or
Sunday
plane
a
Edith Sitwell. Britain's top lady in
sources of revenue.
neeotiation• and explain
of letters, said today her life search pilot who disappeared TuesDuring the month of April the
e USW believed it neceshad been "absolute hell" since she day.
average daily coat per patient at
call a walkout,
Vary
A fourth Marine was drowned
met Marilyn Monroe last year in
the Murray Hospital was $1636.
steel industry's hopes of
Wednesday when his helicopter
Hollywood
Although this figure seems high,
aymaing a walkout rode on the
"If I hear that Young woman's crashed during the search.
the administrator continued, the
'of a new proposal by US
The first "May Day" distress
I shall shriek," she
average cost to all hospitals in
to sweeten the 10 cent an name again
call came at 5 40 a. m and was
Kentucky was $22.50, according
proposal rejected by the USW declared
a recent Blue Cross report. In
Dame Edith took the occasion picked up by search headquarters
shameful" in earlier negotiaVie...stern termlaus if the trans-Atlantic cable at iLlarensille.
the
States
the South Central
of receiving an honvrary degree at Johnson Air Rule near Tokyo.
average daily cost was $26.31 and
front fiheffield University to reveal The second was received at 9 • m
36 ADDITIONAL telephone circuits between the U. S. and England
Settlement Ii•pes Rise
charge to
daily
Or average
will be provided when this cable Is Completed. The new cable, a
booyeit II personal feud with the fare lby a radio station south of Tokyo
Is ..alinouncement
But they could not fix the raft's
joint operation of A.. T. & T. and Canadian agencies, will stretch
patients was $34.65 Providing hoss the arteel industry and union actress but explained it is not
stand
pital care to patients at less than
position.
2,250 miles from Newfoundland to °ban., Scotland. (International)
thaws had at least reached a Marilyn's fault at all
founcang
the
promoted
cast has
At Johnson Air Base the 36th Air
She is tired, she said, of being
eeral area of agreement" on
of thousands of auxiliaries all
wage provisions in current asked why she Is a friend of Miss Rescue Squadron sent aloft • plane
over. the United States during the
equipment to
radio
special
with
She
not,
is
she
Mooroe
stated
ntracts.
past few years.
McDonald and Stephens, mean- firmly, • friend of the blonde make • fix if the downed flier
become
The auxiliaries have
two
At
least
again_
broadcasts
of
out
and
actress.
"in
were
while,
organizfd on -local, state and
well
same
the
hear
must
points
separate
condiscussions,
she
"It's
absolute
added.
hell."
face
fa,* - to
on a national level.
FRANKFORT itt ---Her*. T.
with statisti- which was a firm statement com- broadcast to determine the locaferring frequently
Membership in the Murray HosCombs, administration candidate
ing from the best-known of Bri- tion
cians from both sides.
Auxiliary is open to any
pital
gubernatOrial
Democratic
the
in
were
men
missing
,
three
The
bar/mof
tain's lady writers
The quickened pace
who is interested in volunperson
with
confer
will
who
primary,
of
26,
Montague.
Hodgen
when
Capt.
night
ing began Wednesday
Miss Sitwell Is • poetess and •
a small amount of time
teering
an
told
today,
here
leaders
party
David
,.Lt
2nd
and
Miss..
for
Jackson.
lecturer of considerable renown
McDonald and Stephens met
eir.h year for the benefit of the
meeting at Newthe firm time since Tuesday
A meeting will be held on
and as such travels considerably W. Bell, 24, of Wayzata. Minn, organizational
hospital
Wedne‘day night that people
Wednesday July 6 at 8.30 ri 'A.
That is what took her to Holly- whose night jet fighter crashed port
FRANKFORT. June 30 ea —
Tuesfourth
the
set
group
The
Kentucky
easter
and
northern
in
M.
Sunday night, and Lt. Alan
in the Calloway County Court •
wood when she met Miss Monroe
feel "they are stepchildren in re- Airplanes equipped with spraying day of each month as the meeting
"Some magazine photographers McAneny. 27. of Yonkers. N Y.
House. of members of the Murray
devices will go into action Tuesday date The time us 3 p.m and the
cotisideration"
state
to
gard
Country Club
brought WU Monroe to see me." whose fighter-bomber plunged into
the
against the swarms of milt marsh meetings
will be held at
some
of
audience
an
told
Combs
John C Querterrnous. president
she explained "I don't know why, the sea Tuesday
1,5
interested
and mcsquitoes who have made resi- hospital. Anyone
Kenton
While experts waited for new MO beakers from
of the club, said that a number
She seemed • nice. quiet Orr
the next and
Schultz, Jr.
Eastern
attend
dents
three
of
Fred
to
Kentucky
urged
intendhe
that
counties
Campbell
of items have to be taken care
"Being a polite and. I hope distres1 signals, U S Air Force,
ed to do something to change that counties wish it weren't "the good future meetings.
the direction of. and urged that all members
chivalrous woman, I said to her Navy and Marine 'planes scoured
in the organization will serve the club under
()Id
Dues
summeatime."
governor
elected
if
feeling,
By UNITED PRESS
—As I would to any other lady— the area off Chiba Peninsula south
that of President.. Shultz were M. C attend this meeting
He said that the northern KenState Commissioner of Aero- be $1 a year or. in lieu of
Robert
p Muggy heat covered much of the that I hoped if sh6 came to London of Tokyo in what a Marine spokes- tucky
A progress report has been isoverdue for nautics Charles Gartre, said that a donation to the auxiliary of Ellis, first vice president;
long
was
area
nation's East today, but tempera- she would let me know and have man called one of the greatest
vice president; Charles sued giving the progress of the
2nd
Moyer.
worth
anything
or
goods
park
canned
state
.
the
in
consideration
t
l
test
different
would
the
planes
S..
in
U.
years.
operations
presisearch
tures were dropping as much as tea with me
club to date.
(Chuck) Simons, 3rd vice
program. adding. "When I get to sprays in certain areas of .1-Looking a dollar
32 degrees in the West
Property has been bought and
'That is all there was to it and Canadian and Japanese search ves- Frankfort, I will see that you are
The Murray Woman's Club is dent: Robert Hendon. secretary;
most
The
counties
Henderson
and
area
the
crise-crossed
Temperatures climbed into the that doesn't seem to me such • sels
helping to get the auxiliary or- Joe Pat Ward. Treasurer; Randall rights of way obtained for both
taken care of.the
on
used
spray
will
effective
be
Marvin hiphsays
80's and 90's practically everywhere phenomenon of nature But since
After reviewing his campaign army of mosquitoes that has made ganized but it was understood Patterson. Lion Tamer;
east of the continental divide then my life has been made abso1
Construction of a passage from
platform, Coatis said. "I certainly life miserable for humans and that membership is open to all Harris; A. L Burkeen and' Dan
late Wednestay. Cool air had lute hell
Hutson. directors. Dr. A H. Kop- the College Farm Road is being
interested people.
hope the people of Kentucky will livestock in the areas
reached the western Dakotas by
"Some tiresome people will no
It was proposed that the initial perud will be serving as hold over started
decide this, race on the basis of
A committee. appointed by Gov
early today, but most of the nation let me have aim peace They even
The golf course has been curprogr-am rather than faces of per- Lawrence W Wetherby and head- Board of Auxiliary be composed director
could hope for little relief.
the
send me letters addressed to her
Installation ceremonies were pre- veved and staked out and is awaitof a member from each
sonalities. If you believe in my
Wednesday
ed, by Gertrell. agreed
* At Detroit, the city's water sup- Newspapers all over the world
The revival meeting will begin progr.im of schools, roads and that the mosquito problem is con- eight Woman's Club departments. sided over by President Ford amid ing development.
ply was pushed to the limits in commented &rout our meeting.
Club house and swimming Pcts1
'Mrs. Waldrop and a representative • Ladies Night meeting and dinner
on Monday. July 4 at the Flint parks, voteator • me."
fined to Henderson, Hopkins and
surrounding provided by the West Hazel Home- sites have been tentatively located.
meeting what may have been a
all
"But you must not think by this Baptist Church Services will be
from any and
Combs was introduced by Compresent
But
at
counties
Webster
motor
the
record water demand in
cearnmunities who desire repre- makers Club at the *Wel High It is hoped that every member
that I imply anything against the held each morning at 11:00 o'clock monwealth's Attorney W J. Wise,
it warned that the insects may sentation. It is hoped that the
city Temperatures were expected girl. I like her, and certainly do and each evening at 7:45
will look over the wooded area
who pledged himself and the orSchool cafeteria.
Calloway.
ChrisCrittenden,
Invade
to go still higher in Detroit today not wish to be horrid to her
group will be representative of
Bro. Paul Dailey, pastor of the ganization workers at the meeting
The Lion Club membership was and arrive at their own conclusions
and
Butler
Ohio,
Muhlenberg.
tian,
and the Weather Bureau -said the
The whole area served by Murray • summary of activities and ac- in regard to location of these
"I should be very pleased to see First Baptist Church of BerrIon to work for Combs' eleation.
counties, unless immediate Hospital
humidity would get worse
Adler a visit to Owingsville this Hancock
her again If she comes to Lon- will be the visiting speaker_ Everycomplishments realized during presi- developments
taken
is
action
adjourning the group dent Fords tenure of office InBefore
one is invited to attend the revival morning, Combs was scheduled to
Other highs late Wednesday in- don'
Active progress is being made
will
Wetherby
that
said
Cartel]
mend the rest of the day here,
considered the possibility of spon- cluded in the resume were 21 toward determining Public Health
by the pastor, Bro. Otis Jones.
cluded 99 at Rapid City. S D. 104
prospraying
$100.000
the
soring a bazaar to refutisIi. and regular and special projects of Service requirements for a swimaria speak tonight at a rally on finance
at Presidio. Tex_ 89 at Chicago
gram from his emergency fund re-equip the nuhsery as their first
tens Old Capitol Grounds.
NOTICE
and an even 90 at New York
ming pool of this type and in 'he
necessary
be
may
project
Wednesday afternoon Combs at- He 3dded that it
very near future it is hoped .to
landing
temporary
establish
The WOW Camp 592 will hold tended the Annual White Villa to
In the West. meanwhile, cool
City
ave final plans and specifications
aght at Day near Covington and shook strips in several localities for planes
regular June meeting tii
pacific air tumbled temperatures
completed for the pool. it is beused in spraying.
n Hall. hands with admirers.
at the Wood
th
seven-irty
, 32 degrees from 77 to 55 at
lieved that the swimming pool
June 30 II? —
Gartrell said that the MadisonPocatello. Ida.. and 24 degrees Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor. World
The Murray Arricican Legion will be ava,labte for use before
but
airports
two
has
area
ville
City.
Lake
Salt
from 73 to 411 at
:team won 12-0 behind ,the two the golf course is ready.
War II paratroop commander and
that landing strips are less plentiTo add to the contrast.
Utah
At the nex t meeting it will be
hit pitting of Wells last night,
a Korean war leader, became the
sections
other
in
ful
by
accompanied
a thunderstorm
Army's new chief of staff today
representative as they downed a Camden Legion necessary to approve expenditures
security
social
A
viewed
is
program
spraying
The
Livingston,
rain and gnaw hit
for • well and pump and toward
The 53-year-old general, whose
only as a temporary relief, Gartrell will make regular weekly trips to team.
Mont.
Murray connected for 14 hits starting the golf course which must
World War 11 bravery his been
said, New legislation may be re- Murray beginning July 6. Charles
and TT runs. wIthe Camden int be started promptly in order -to—
—M-Y -PreliffET
-ilse
1rna out for fir
quired for a long range program .M. Whitaker, manager of the Pahave it in cervire by next SUMhits and no runs.
Eisenhower, took -the c•th of office
of mosquito control proposed ifY ducah Di4rict Office of the So- two
connected MC?.
Wells and Stout each *
am
to succeed Gen Matthew B. RidgAdministration.
Securaity
cial
the committee.
for three hits to lead in the tat
way
nounced today
The representative will be in department. The game was w,
Ridgway. 60. was retired Wednesthe Court House Building (Cir- on the part of Murray. with n
day at a colorful ceremony featur.
ing Torching seldiers and an aerial
cuit Court Romeo each Wednesday, errors being corarnitted.
Saturday Murray will play Jackfrom 1:00 p.m. to 3.00 p.m.
parade' at nearby Fort Meyer. Vs
information son, there and on Monday. July 4,
desiring
Anyone
Taylci), • linguist, one-time West
about Federal Old-Age and Sur- the team will meet Milan. there.
Point instructor, former Army enThe 'Alumni Association Xlskser
A pre-school clinic will be held vivors insuranee program or wish- On Wednesday they will meet
gineers and a?tillery commander.
at the Health Center TueschrY ing to file a claim for
social Milan here ant on Saturday. July • High School will have its annual
has refused to commit himself on
July 5 at 9 O'clock for all children security benefits is insetted to meet 9 Jack.<on will come to Murray banquet at the school buildlna on
--Some whether the Army is bing mainSouthwest Kentucky
Saturday July 2 at 7 00 p in
in the New Concord School district with the representative. An ap- for a game.
loudiness and warm with chance tained a t adequate strength. RidgLamb. a graduate of the school
who will start to school this pointment is not required.
Fans are urged to come out Ion Lamb,
aftbrnoon way spent his two years as chief
scattered
widely
a
and support the
Murray team is scheduler( to be the guest speaker
fall
High 90 to 93, of staff unsuccessfully resisting
llbrindershowers
f the evening
Which is having a top season.
Parents are urged to get their
NOTICE
laillher cloudy with scattered thirst- administration cuts in army manThe PTA will serve the meal
children in for this examination
4111111howers tonight and Friday. power.
all proceeds are to be used for
SILVER DOLLAR CHECK
Regular school examination and
There will be an alumni banquet
Taylor was artillery commander
User tonight 70 to 75.
immunizations will be given. The at Kirksey High School Saturday
BRISTOL. N H — gr — To purchasing school equipment.
of Ridgway's 82nd Airborne DiviAll graduates, teachers and forschool health record will be made night. July 2 The meal will be find out how much money stays in
sion in the invasion of Sicily and
Kentucky Weather Summary
IN MOSCOW'S KREMLIN, India's Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru
out and turned over to the school served by the Kirksey PTA All town and how much goes., outside, mer teachers are urged to cosine
Relative humidity will average commanded the 101st Airborne
(left) and Russia's Premier N. A Bulganin sign a statement callfor the teacher to use during the graduates and former teachers are a parking compaq paiP its em- ana enjoy an evening of fun and
t 55 per cent Winds souther- Division in the Normandy invasion
ing for a complete ban on nuclear weapons and a substantial reinvited to attend.
school year.
iployes with 11,500 silver dollars.
fellowship with old school mates.
(infernotioaal Radiophoto)
in World War II.
15 to 20 miles per hour.
illictIOn In conventional armaments,
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Paul Dailey To
Preach Revival
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,e a Delta
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General Taylor
Chief Of Staff
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Social Security
Representative To
Make Regular Trips
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Team Wins Over
Camden 12 To 0

WEATHER
REPORT
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Country Club
Meeting To
Be July 6

Spraying For
Mosquitoes
To Be Done

Muggy Heat Still
In East But West
Is Cooled
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, state, and
sag and
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lions Install
New Officers
On Tuesday

Kirksev To Have
Annual Alumni
'Banquet July 2

Pre-School Exam
Set For Concord
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I.X.E/GER-AND-TIIIE.4, MURRAY, KEZq 4, CKY-

PUBLISHED BY LEDGER a iptEs PUBLISHING COMPANY, low
17. %solidation of the Murray I ier, The Calloway Tones, and The
Tares-Herald, October 20, 1926 and the West Kentuckian. January
11. 1942.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
_
tens to the Editor,
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising,
t for the best
le Public Voice items which in our opinion are
tititest of our readers
CO. 1368
ri Michigan

N.NTIONAL REPANENTATIVES: WALLACE WI
Ifanroe. Memphis. Ter.n1; 230 Park Ave., New YorkAIM. Chicago; 80 Boiysion St.. Boston. ,
ra•ered a* the Post °Mee. Murray, Kentucky,
Secand Class Matter

for Tr r0.4•11441on as

f 1' aSCRIPTION FL1TW: By Carrier in Murray. per week 15c. pet
c • r.th 65e In Calloway and adja.,rreg connties, per year $3 50; *bee
where. $3 X

THURSDAY. JUNE 30, 1955

•DAYitoi/DAYAWE1W
3
for
smart shoppers salute 4A&P
11.111Mw

CLASSIFIED ADS

THE LEDGER & TIMES

FOR RENT

1

NOTICE

Di:SIREN:I TO
aet i the waling list for carrier
routes -hould contact the office
of the 1)...ly Ledger 4k Times or
,
J30NC
-all 45.

NtYrICE .11%)\'S

I

stove, now vacant On highway
in Dexter, Ky W P. Dulaney. 1112
Olive St . Murray, Ky Phone 363-3.
J 30 C

•
NOTICE: 1 WILL NOT BE responsible fur any debts in. urred
ED
by my an. Joey Ray. Mrs. Craw- FCR RENT TWO FUELVISH
pi ivate
with
J30C apartrnenta, both
ford Ray.
bathrooms at 304 S 4th St., one
block s.:uth tat the post office.
MOVING' LEAVE YOUR MOV- See Mrs p F Bei ry at 300 S.
to us - Local and
uvg
July 2 C
4th Si. phone 103
.ong distance. Cell Murray TransCOr.
ed.
insui
and
Licensed
fer Cu.
FOR RENT. ROTO-TILLER trac3tal & Poplar, phone 210. July11C
tor. Garden size Billarey Goodyear
C
Snare. Phone 888.
:OLDWAVE SPECIAL: Reg. $16
for $8.50. Ads about free electric
FOR RENT: THREE ROOM FURdeep fryer to be
cooker
nished apartment Private entrance
Shop.
given away_ Jean's Beauty
and oatn stoker heat, flist Hokin
C
Pb. 1091 for appointment. July?
July 1P
585 Maple.
-

Ledger and Times File
June 30, 1950

of
Jo
Te

Mrs. Joe Nelson rohoon received a call to he in SeatWashington on July 11th to sail for Japan where she
he
join her husband, Sgt. Cohoon. Mrs. Cohoon will
Max.
son.
old
year
four
her
accompanied by
Veterans
Ernest Litiley of Murray i sin a Louisville
Bailey
Mr.
that
said
She
wife.
his
ng
to
ancortli
Hospital.
weeks and is improving
l.ts been in the ho-pital
-itt:sfactorily.
Padutioh. and Billy Joe
ouser
Miss Earl.z,rit
marril Thursday evening. June
N%
Ire an qf
Church of Paducah.
22 at the Arc:oli..
67 died • this morning at her
Mrs. Mittie
•et Fi.neral services will be held
. -0W; P.1`•
.
re.-ittVrItt
Ivirch - with the Rev.
:no•.••ii uts
rrniaa at th.•
J. II. Tor,r;r.--e

C E. AN
8EA'/NG STQAIT

TWS

r

,; :.e rvo.,n craft to crash-:and in flames on
7 '
:
. cr.ce I. .-.:ni arrows) 4') males from Russian Siberia. Seven
err.1..ers aticard the patrol plane were injured.(C.P.)
:
c:

ammemm•

Ton
We Still Fia,--e a Few One-Half and a Few One'

Fedders Air Conditioners

that wt. need to move at a very special low price.
Sec Me as Soon-As I Have To Make Roam For
Another Shipment.

Chon.

1681)

L

h of ihtiv
SPECIAL BiRCAINS

Naa.

1953 FORD Custom. 8-cyl., 2-tone Green 4-dr. Sedan tLat is Loaded with extras. See this, beautiful low mileage baby real soon.
1952 MERCURY Monterey. 2-tone 4-d.-., with radio,
heatsr ard overdrive, A long lasting dream
boat.
1952 NASA Arnba•sador that has all the extras
and a one owner. locally owned. It has overdrive and white side wall tires.
1950 OLDS '68 4-dr. Sedan. We -have Ititee
these racers to choose from, and each'has all
the extras.
1951 CHEV. 4-dr. Sl.dan with extra, and 'jet black
finith.
Coupe, clear as a pin.
CHEV.
1950
SEE THEM AND MANY MORE FINE
AUTOMOBILES AT IIUGG'S
- e

LlitiN,i ilson llotor Sales

mu

Murray, Ky. .

one 682

r

---Auction Sale

against loss of life plus blanket AUCTION SALE. Saturday. July
medical expensed. for any period 2 at 1.00 pm, rain or shine at
;me you desire No age limit. the David Nanny Home, 1 mite
Galloway Insurar.ce Agency. phone / east of Almo. Ky Will sell: living
July 2 P mom. bedroom and dinette suits,
10C.
tank, refrigerator,
5x7 gas range and
ONE
NOTICE: SPDCIALpower • lawn mower, hand
rew
h :ograph. cnoice of 2 proofs
mower. lawn chairs, all practical:.
civ fl 95 Fr.day .ind Saturday.
new Fallowing this sale wil sett
...y 1st and 2nd. Low's Studio. miscellaneous furniture, broken
July IC
Iota of ladies and cinldren's shoeo.
10 sets of mixing bowls, odd bowls.
E
IC
N 0T
covered di-nes. all new. Possalan.
pau
ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE:
a. lot of outside house
unthe
-14
Notice is heieby g:ven by
Douglas Shoemaker. Auctioneir.
the
of
leraigned Administrator
a::
to
ate of Charles E. Lee
ving any claims against 5 ..c1
vstede, or being indebted thereto.
properly proven claims must
oe submitted to undensigned
writing, and amounts owing saai
t_t- tate must be pa.d to undersigned
Tn.s June 30. 1955 W
H. Lee. Acirrir Estate of Char'a
E Lee-. deceased Dexter. K
1T1'
Raute 1
NEW YORK. N Y - Aboit
me man in every seven at ages
50 and over is admitted to
rilsoltal in the course of a year.
ANTED HE..1'
accord.ng to the experience among
Apply at Triangie Inn. Phone 725 MetropohtanLlfe Insurance ComJuly 1 C
pany personnel
This pruportom is somewhat
LADY WANTED FOR SALES
those
and gira-ial store work Apply by higher than the rate among
letter to Box 32 B giving pest at ages 4$ to 59 and approximately
July 1 C ta ice the rate among those un.l.
exper.ence
45 years of age The study rela.
-1ALE HELP WANTED: sin'. to a large segment of the con
FES
eral girls to address, ma.: post- pany's male office and field perevery week sonnel. including those permanently
I cards spore time
.laiabled and the retired.
1 Wr.te Box 163. Belmont, Mass.
The average duration of hospital
lay in the experience increased
progressively from each age group
:0 the next For the entire age
range of 60 and over the average
MAN WANTED FOR SALES AND length of each hospital stay was
by 161 days This is one and oneApply
general Store work.
letter to Box 32 B cv -ix post ex- half times the average for ages
.1 ;Ay IC 45 to 59, and nearly twice that'
., • f_,.__. under Sc
I,
Surgery was performed on two
, f.fths of the men at 'ages 60 and
over who- are hospitalized The
NEW THRF.F.- BED- , surgical cases spent appreciably less
i OR SALE
r aom home. less than 59000 201 time in the hi. spits! than did the
N 17tn St Owner le..%.ng tria 7- nonsurgical. the leverage periods
July 2 C Swing
147 days and 207 days.
respectively
FOR SALE THREE BEDROOM
The leading cause of hospital^.00.1.11. plastered throughout Ov.:ler
ization among these 60 and older
leaving town Shown by appoint- wBS diseases of the heart, whir,
mer t 13C2 Wells Blvd Phone accounted for more than one qa.
July 7 C
1t67-J
all nonsurgica' cases
'ter
SALE: ALL STEEL BOAT
trent:: A-I cond.t,,n Quick •
$2500 Call Bob Gass. pt
Jii
5C3
1687

THELP WANTED I

FOR SALE

I

ALFRED' DL'CA
219 Sour, Th.rteenth Street

FOR RENT 3 ROOM MODERN
dupa x aoartment. Available July
McCuiston, 503
1st. Mrs. Bob
Jur:
01:ye Ph, •• 33.

iTemale Help Wanted

•

r
:.
re
li" on a U S. Navy patrol plane

AS
1 • • -o•

c:der.t policy - Covets you
ng travel, vacation or at home

FOR RENT: ONE HALF BRICK
duplex. 4 rooms and bath, newly
decorated, furnace heat, garage.
J30C
No litib St. Call 1431

Odds For lifas
Over Sixty
Are Given

i(ALASKA
SIBERIA .r.5 -•.6

f

FOR RENT: NICE 5-ROOM house
on Broad St Immediate possession.
J30C
'94.-

ENVELOPES. ENVELOPES, Elfit-lopes. up to to a 15 Brown I
clasp envelopes of any 'Jae M
ait
ou need clasp er.ve.cpes
it the Ledger and Times ofnce
pp iy depa run ci.. teerfect ftir
nailing.

WHERE M1G3 DOWNED 11.S. ['LANE

ST LAWRENCE /S

FOR RENT: SEVEN ROOM house
0011 Farmer Ave. Possession July
lat. Call 1462 See A. P. SlaughJ30IP
ter. 413 So. 11th.

HAVE YOUR HOME TREATED
now aga.nst term.tes. Five year
guarar.tee insured. We spray for
ants, meths, silver f.M. mosquitos,
roaches, and ohinese elm tneea.
Kelly Exterminator and Pest Control. K,Ey Paoduce Co. Phone 441.
Jnly 9 C

NOTICE. TOL-RING INSURANCE

FOR

FOR SALE ALI. STEEL BOAT
$2500
A-1 c...tact.t.on Quick sot'oe
C.:: Bob Gass. phone 1687

J1P

fan

essmosicaNwAntsir.
Murray
Drive-In

SHOW STARTS AT 7:46
l'OR SALE ELECTRIC KITCHEN
Good condition. See Benn.e
:
Si In.,7. 5. (telly:co:11 Apt., 3rd
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
July 1 C "DUEL IN THE JUNGLE"
Map"
In TECHNIC01.011
•
FOR SALE. 125 ACRE FARM
with Dana Andrews, Jeanne
Stock. tobacco
No w
Crain and David Farrar
good fene:ng V, role's f
award

Rick:,
J

95 Drive-In

J3dc

575

FOR SALE: GOOD USED GAS
Rana- Good automatic Thor wash:g machnre I.ike new. Pi iced to

THEATRE
slum START/4 7:45

J30C

;I. Ca 5.75

•

RCA AIR CONDITIONER-S. MUM- I
ray Auto Pails :Stacie 3t. Phone
JULY23C
IS.

THURSDAY and FRIDAY
THE LONG WAIT"
starring Anthony Quinn,
Charles Coburn, Gene
FOR SALE: ,SEVERAL THOUEvans and Peggy Castle
Sand new. brick and tile Priced
Brandon
; to sill Call,
JAC

=:EMI

"Super-Right"

SMOKED

-

12 to 16 LB.

117MNK

39'

PORTION

LB.

WHOLE
HAM
OR BUTT
PORTIONS

Fryers

CUT UP
TRAY PACK

Hoins
uPt
AIM
-°
LBS1
Smoked Picnks
ALL MEAT
rare PIECE
Rol°grin
Sliced Bacon GT:L. 55')
Beef Roast
STAR
Canned Picnics C0012LD

illiamemisormoms,

LB. se539

SOUTHERN STAR

4 CAN
45" Canned Ham (-00/CED BOH"
CAN
39' Spiced Luncheon Meat
FRESHLY GROUND
37'
35* - Ground Beef ASP SUPERTORIGHT
14
10
DY
OVEN-REA
49(
Turkeys NEW PACK ILE. AVG.
• WHITINCI 2Li.. 290) _ 5r0= 69(
(
39" Ocean Fish
LB.
$1 cw3
__ _3
4
.
Fried Fish Sticks c.,A.7
'275
Li

'
99

LB

ALL
GOOD

LS.

491

LS

DRESSED

LB.

ARMOURS
SOWELL'S/

CALIFORNIA - 432 SIZE'

2

CALIPORWIA

DOE.

:et srze

a.

•-•••••

RIPE

RED RIPE
28 - 30
(Half
LB. AVC.
--Am»

45e) Whole
•...

•-•4

.

89c

CALIFORNIA LONG WHITE - U.S. NO. 1

49c Potatoes 10 59c

DOZ

FLORIDA PERSIAN
VA SIZE

Potatoes, washed red
Plums, sweet red
JUMBO
27 SIZE

CALIFORNIA
VINE RIPENED
YUKON CLUB

MEL-0-BIT - AMERICAN - PIMENTO - SWISS

lb. 35c

25c

Ea

plus bottle deposit ,
24 OZ
ALL
FLAVORS BOT.

10
5c Beverages
Sliced Cheese ',2K-LcB:245'
Mild Cheddar Cheese
59'
Butter
Pickles
59' Sweet
Sharp Cheddar Cheese
4 CIWs 49'
AUNT IANES MIDGET

s.

FRESH
CREAMERY

22-02.49G
JAR

ROLL

LS.

ALL

DlTCH TREAT

rt.avoris

lot-GAL.
CTN.

-

DOMESTI

59c

Apple Sauce • FANCY
19'
Grapefruit Juice BRAND
29'
SOLID PACK
Tuna Fish
., 3'
5
Fig Bars SILVERTOWX
(
CAN 29
DSSTYLE
Potato Salad GERMSAINADELICIOUS
e
01 41
00
a1
-4.1 CANS
Hawaiian Punch 5141/IT DRINK
JAR
Salad Dressing ANN PAGE
icoz 29
49SI
Marshmallows ANGELUS
pica 29'
SSDANYISESLLOW
VILLSA STOO
Cake Mixes WHITE P;EPU
•11-02
CAN

ASP

59'

LB.

Ryans Cottage Cheese 12-0z. ctn. 24c
2-gal. ctn. 41c
Ryans Sweet Milk

7 OZ.
CAN

ASP

LB
Pt.G

NO. 553
Cl

JANE PARKER

Potato Chips

1 2.0Z.49Z
BOX

BEG.
440<
J ANE
PARKER
PLAIN

Apple Pie ,J.Vg.
Pie
Orange Chiffon
JAM PARKER
Donuts foam.,
Hot Dog Rolls
Sandwich Cookies pi.".7.

39

RilE

OR CHCRAMCH
1:11TRGEN
,
M
su
OR HA
111•40.

c

TA

(
49

CTle

DOZ

19'

PKG
or.

(
19

PIG

19'

A PEGS

ce
&ape Jui
cn?,TTT,

24 OZ.25C
BOT.
BIG SI

riot

OZ. CAN £.
Pork & Beans
__4 cAns 49'
Grapefruit Sections A k P
33'
Saran Wrap CELLOPHANE
„PX01S
1/ OZ
z
'
25
Faultless Starch. LAUNDRY
TIDY
PEGS.2
O23O
19(
Sandwich Bags HOME
Hip-O-Lite Marshmallow Crew:. - JAR 25'
BOX 33'
Ritz Crackers N,
Its-FT
25'
Cutrite Wax Paper
MEADE
nr.Lt.F.
33'
Town House Crackers
26'
___3
Woodburys Soap
OZ

Roasted

OR SPANISH
SALTED

Gauen

_CELLO 39'

Peanuts

Marshmallow Fluff
(
BABY
FOOD

I LB

RZ
jA0

DURKEES

STRAINED

CHOPPED

2 i.29( ) 57 ASS

2V
47'

IS FT
_ _ ROLL

ls.Oz.

ROLL

Niblets Corn

K
HOGLOELD

12-0Z.
RNEL _ _2 CANS
EN
E

29'

01
11BON

REGULAR

Surf Detergent __
Spry Shortening ',La 39 3
Libby

5

STRAINED

s

_

Chewing Gum260",z59c
29(

jAnS

47'

WORTHMORT

Prices 1i Thil Ad

Argo Corn Starch

J

(
'4

_

.T

BAG

Effective Through. Saturday, July 1

/011.1111.CA'l KIIIIMON 0000 SHAMS

Waxtex Wax Paper

SARI

ALL VARIETIES

Gum Candies

SIND! INS

21'
15'

•

2 Las 25c
10 lb. bag 59c

Pole Beans Trr,,tif.

49°
35'
170

Cantaloupes
Ice Cream
Swiss Cheese

•

CAW

Watermelons

in.yraWROOlt

•

1

ASP SUPER RIGHT
BLADE MT

Lemons

39c

LB

LS.

ST

GOLDETC

LB.

READY
TO SERVE

4$70

Limes
Oranges
Bananas

53c 99'

45C Frankfurters

LB

SHANE
WHO% c
CC
Butt I crt. Lb. .0.0 ) PORTION

SUPER RIGHT
If TO IS LB.

LB.

CENTER
SLICES

SUPER RICHT- ALL MEAT

PAN READY

• .00.-

•

11111BEIR

Sat.
8-8
8-6
IClosed all day Monday, July 4th
Fri.

Thurs.
8-6

BNESMINr"

MINS

Nan

•
•

•6 ,

e

-*
•1
1

•
I

•

==

GIANT 72C
PKG. •

FOR SALE. *3000 MEDIUM size
office s.fe Like new. Fire proof

Q ..ck sale Ph

19Th)

:W

FOR RENT NICE 4-ROOM house.
huge lot, gaiden, poultry yard.
for, electric
tine water, wired

and

Five Years Ago Today

_UNE

..3111,N,DAY,

Nr )4.
1.1.
". ';

...1.~~1~1110.17011110SNIM

eNGL EIVET

eh

••-0, .110

•

Wows
T%1 0241!Amu.: a ct.'„ia; MIA C

•

A

47-4•c-h.s.4-z.0:arsiskzzatislalad
.THE,LEDGER-fAND TIMES, MURRAYrXENTUCKY
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WOMEN'S PAGE

Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 694-M-4-0 or 1)50-Vi

Luther Nance Dorcas Class- Holds.
Picnic Aft The Park
Vostess For Joint
Circles' Meeting
The Dorcas Sunday School Class
Mrs.

,

NI
Luther Nan:e opened her
hem,. an Woodtawn Street for the
joint meeting of the Bertha Smith
alld Mamie Taylor Circles of the
I'V roan's Mbeionary Society of
the Memorial Baptist Church held
Tuesday, JIM* 20, at setren-thirty
o'clock in Aga evening.
The pecipigan was a Continuation
!tie study- of the book, -Stevi.riip. Pantiles of 'Jesus", which
la being conducted by Mrs. Hugh
•, IE. McElrailk, president of the
WISIS.
Rureshrnents were served by
)
Ws. Nance to the fourteen memoeis and one visitor.

k

aSt

,

i

1•••••

Magazine Club Has
t
eeting At Home Of
rs. L. R. Putnam
'
home of Mrs. L. R Putnam
On Chestriut Street was the scene
the meeting of the Magazine
held Thursday, June 23. at
Ny o'clodc in the afternoon.
Harry M. Sparks was the
e for the evening and gnve
ateresting and informative
on on the life and works
Sehweitzer.
beuse was attractively deWPM arrangements of sumfilawers placed at vantage
A di ssert course was sery Mr- Putnam, assisted by
A. Outland.

90
$339

99'
37'
490

for the afternoon were
e Houtton
Roane
of
, Texas, Mrs. Car-lase
and Mrs Outland. Twenty
were pres.nt.
•
• •

69'
$10°

Social Calendar

Dc
90

Monday. July 4
picnic of the Lottie Moon
the WM$ at the First
Church w.11 not be held.
Allhe ogoie wifl sheet thl
Monday evening in July.
• • • •
Tuesday, July 5
Jessie Ludwicic Circle of
Wenian's Association' of the
e Piesibyterian Church will
ma all day meeting with Miss
Crawford
at
ten-thirty
. A plena:. lunch will be

25c
59c
35c

APITOL

5c,
0

9c
ris 49,

IDAY &SAT.
E FUMOUS STORY OF
LAWLESS
WEST!

•

LA NC A N
WHALLA

29,

35'
29'
:5$10°
;;, 49'
'
GC.
z
29'

(EAST> on NBC-TV when the video extravaganza will salute _Univenal - International's meter of
screen stars and new films.
Such moving picture luminaries
as Jeff Chandler, Piper Laurie,
Tony Curtis, Mamie Van Doren,
Audie Mtupby and Keith Anders
will appear in person to perforrn
and to introduce sneak previews
of their forthcoming motion picture*.

the theme of the program presented tat the general meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Society of
the Memorial Baptist Church held
Monday. June 27. at seven o'clock
in the evening at the church.
Mrs. V.
Allbritten was in
change of the . program. Others
taking part were Mrs. Everett
Nanney. Mrs. Claude Miler, Mr.
'uth Chappel, and Mrs. J. W
Shelton.
The devotion was given by Mrs
Jnyce Boyd with prayers being I
led by Mrs. J. W. Shelton and
Mrs. S. E• ayler. "When 1 Survey !
The Woncir,us Cross",.the WhIS
song, was sung by the group.
Mrs. Voris Sanderson presided
at the meeting.
Reports
were
giverr by the circle chairmen and
committee chairmen.
Fitteen members were present.
•

•

•

For the musical portions of the
program, Benny Goodman. The
King of Swing, will lead his famous orchestra. Drummer Gene
Krupa and piani_A Teddy Wilson
will join Goodman for their celebrated trio jam sessions, Steve
Oldsmobile' will bring this all. Allen, by the way, will be 'tarred
star program for the first time in the film biography of Benny
from Holly-wood, telecasting from GoodTnan'S ICc fftr
-

I

..

SPECIAL/
Bram
,',
-:74•6.• ,V.,_..
'
—'to,,s ••mos
-i'

-

—

1BOOND
•

MAKE IT A PLEASURE TRIP ON
,
SOFTER RIDING
„
•.

Heart Disease Is
Studied At Meeting
Of Paris Road Club
A lecture on nert a,sease Was
given to the Paris Road Homemaker Club by Mrs. Pat Thompson when they met with Mrs
Alice Steely Thursday afternoon.
June M.
47!•eit'
It WWI a very- timely and important study as heart trouble ia
one of the leading causes of death
today. A film on the heart was
shown to the group, impressing
upon diem the importance of
understanding the heart organ and
the care and preventitive measum,
to take
Sixteen mernbers anewered
roll call. Four visitors were pr.
-mat, namely, Mrs. Wiley. Parker
Thompson,
Mr
Miss
Nancy
Martha Helen Dunn, and "
Yandell Wrather, the new
tent home demonstration age:,
New officers were eleated fi,
the coming year Mrs. Alice Steel..
was reelected president and MrElmer Collins vice-president.
Plans were made for a picnii
'a be held at the city park IQ

,

,';`•

,.
..,

Easy Terms That
Save Your Cash
For Vacation Fun!

*•-•:y

r..f"..

6.00x16 - - 4295 plus tax ex.

TECHNICOLOR

5-YR. GUARANTEE

AT $28"
00e/biff of/#1#1• OWN* if
fribes

25-ft. $11.99

Plastic Hose

50 ft

COMPARE AT $39!

9°

fspoodoto to

Ill most windows

Revolving Sprinkler

99c

Solid Brass Nozzles

98c

• cBirreesgculateiessc fan

ALL MUST GO- .

St50 DOWN•$1.25 A WEEK
12 INCH

....
, ..

.

, .,:,.
..... „, . .•

25-ft TRIPLE

Sprinkler

Reg $19 9 )

.41111•10
.
1•Ottestin a
- '
,......7:-......._....--=...„*"

$2.39

handy size

Gibson
AIR CONDITIONER

.
ilegialle•eis er.t-ettatee a,
a ,..... ,.,..
sta,,,ara ars * .
_ _ , a7. _:-,
• ,.
----- --88:7*a
4110* ,•• •••
. ,
,

u
bandy price (

/4S4711
RIF0FGENATC,N I

Out Side Paint—Noy Newt
Creosote-Cardinal gal $41275
Martin Senour

20 Sets To Go At .

gal Ws

S6.99

9 Sets

All Plastic

S12.99

8 Sets

Plastic

$13.99

34"ton

NOW $219.95

14-ton

NOW $289.95

(GOOD AS THE BEST)

Martin Senour

DORMEYER FR1:WELL

FREE
with purchase oi
This Refrigerator

-gal. 954
Hars's

Garbage Can

$2.99

.

,
‘
'
Operates on 9 fullDitsloned to deep•fry—for nastiest
features
autos.
and
speeds
power
and stewing, too. Cooks 8 portions.
,flatic beater release. Juicer attach. Hos droin•away"
-sing bowls,
"en?, juicer bowl, 2 re
2 nickel -chrome beaters, stand, faucet, quick
Portutrhemi.er -easesetes On AC-DC. drain bosket.
$1888

Donut Maker FREE

. Is. Bike
Bov's-Grr
C;OODYEAR

FAMOUS GI

Bike Tires

_

IRON iI95
Reg. $2.80

Now 12.19'

STOCK UP
NOW

Ironing Magicl

"Visualizer
AUTOMATIC

..........0 •••••,••••
L;....
-- )
.- \\::..I._.._
,Ila.
t:•
,
.

NOOSE 0- 711

1
20" 3 Speed
WINDOW FAN

gat. $1;5

Plastic Seat Cushions $ 1 49 Paint Thinner

ANODIC!! GOODYEAR VATU1

n

rs
....... 46...0.-4,, atis. 1.1.4.

DORMEYER MIX-MAID

forms we low Yrs SOO • limit
Ironing is easier and faster
with a "Visualizer". It's so
lightweight, only 23
/
4
easy to use with the fabric
dial at finger-Up reach on the
front of the cool Tetualite
hendle. You'll be thrilled with
Its oerfornaance.

MI Light
Bulbs
25% OFF
Lady Dover
STEAM IRON
NOW $10.99

JOHN

t
EA0
July

unit is a portable

lee Cream Freezer 1 qt. $995 Zer& Oscilating Fan Now $1399

There's a time to fight...
and a time to

1

set additional

• Three speeds! No radio or TV interference! Ottiet as a whisper!

20 GAI 1 ON

COVER

up

only $2.99 a

• As a winder*, fairs, It's reversible for
intok• or isehoseett

6.70x15 -- - $1495 plus tax ex•

•le.
411.111111111011111104

TOUOUOW

Tedllid salyt$1 111111111

GOODAEAR

' TOP TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE FOR
YOUR PRESENT TIRES

PERSONALS

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Lynn a:T I Murray Monday for a
with friends and relatives.
Will leave Wednesday for tr,r
home in Atlanta, Ga Mrs 1.yris the former Mies Sadie Padgett
of Murray.
• • • •
.
J
Allen
Rupert
Mr. and Mrs
Parish, Murray Route Five, are
the parents of a .son, Max weighing six pounds foie
born at the Murray It
day, June 13

SALE PRICED

6
0

....
......
..o.-

op

20" WINDOW FAN!

33%31;

'

\
ik
in.
‘-1
:
1

Reversible

COMPARE Al $8.95

leushion
, Superd,
TIRES by

V,.

v

Big

Kew fsfurnininta

Folditg Patio :hairs
yateci,-5599

•

vi,spqlsol

inc

the stage of the E
"
.
IWIrnitan 'rue
atre in the film capital. The pra.
gram will be transmitted in core
patible color as well as in blacl
and white.

Woman's Missionary
Society Has Meet
On Monday Evening
-stop. Look. and Listen" was

ñI

25c

A son,', Joe Russell,
weighing
six pounds 13 ounces, was born
to Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Oval

Isarldn of Benton on Asedneeday.
of the First Baptist Church met
June
15, at the Murray Hospital.
at the City Park on Tuesday, June
20. at six-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
A delicious picnic supper was
servtd to the large number present which
included the
class
members and their famille.s.
Mrs. Oliver Cherry is currently
presiding
as
president. Group
VIII with Mrs. T. C. Collie as
captain was in chaise of the arrangements for the evening.
• • • •

I
Itiams

Leve Allen

by Mr. Joseph Benton Carter, U
Paducah Route Four, for their
daughter, weighing eight pounds Will MC
six ounces, born at the Murray
Hospital Saturday. June 11: Mg. •
and Mrs. Harley Carted and lies.
Wildy Cope of Murray are the
..insomoestf
pandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Iran Evans.
1702 Fanner, announce the birth .1, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Bowerman
Steve Allen will be the master
of a daughter, Harriet
Lewis, of Benton Route One are the
weighing seven pounds 11 ounces. parents of a son, Risky Lynn, of ceremonies and star performer
cn Tutsiday. June 14, at the Mur- weighing eight pounds four ounces, in the Oldsmobile Dealers of Aborn at the Murray Hospital Sat- merica TV spectacular on Saturray H....4pital.
uisliy. June 18.
day, July 2, from 9 to 10:30 pro

' •.*40ATTAPPA'a 941Y.04,

G.E. ALARM
CLOCK

1

ENDS TONIGHT
George Brent and Mari Aldon
in "TANGIER INCIDENT"

-sy-to.read dial,
weep second
ond Ivory case
Its shatteri-oof crystal.

use our
$3.95

EASY
PAY PLAN

'YAP
Goon,
,
mots

ANOTHER GOODYEAR yeses.--

BILBREY'S

Car Pudpillyome
210 E. Main Phone 886
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spent in a White coat eith a stetoestimated at $13,300,000. the Ohio roalloya. Minnesota shipped grain
his neck.
scope dangling from
iron and
Valley region companies. or their Ind grain products, scrap
When he attends boxing matches.
fertilizer
customers. benetted to the extent ' steel; it received coal,
the crowd yells for him to patch
and peanuts. MIssostri sent grain.
of $7.300,000.
up the wounded fighters.
sent
Companies in the upper Missis- and received che cals. Ohio
By now. confessed Boone, he
and coke;
sippi River and TIlinois waterway automobiles. chem als
even wishes he were a doctor.
Illinois, and it received coal and steel
includes
region, which
"I envy doctors." he admitted.
products. Pennsylvania sent she-..
Nearly two-shirds of the freight Iowa. Minnesota and Wisconsin,
"It's a tremendous polession, a
scrap
mater.al,
coating
pipe
mica's
received
or
tonnage handled on the Tennessee sent to the Valley
way of life.
iron and steel, and steel products,
By MAWR MOSSY
River during 1954 benefited firms from it. 1.100.000 tons, with esti.
-This 'acting business is a capig
ferroalloys.
received
it
while
In 14 states outside the Tennessee mated savings of $2.300.000
HOLLYWOOD IT
—.Richard reer of ego, in different costumes.
steel.
and
iron
scrap
and
iron,
Boone, the doctor on TVs -Medic," It's selfish
Va11./. They are located in six. Firms in the lower Mississippi
Texas shipped alurnmum. chemicals,
"Doctors at the hospitals dress
has won starting roles in motion
Ohio Valley states; four upper River and Gulf Intracoastal Canal
products,
petroleum
ore,
maganese
or
pictures because of his video suc- in small rooms with steel lockers.
Mississippi River and Illinois Water- region shipped to the Valley.
it
while
zinc.
and
products.
steel
cess, but even there his medioal They don't complain. But you take
way states; and four lower alissis- received from it a total of 600.000
of received steel products West Vir- role still haunts him.
actors! If theii dressing rooms are
sippi River and Gulf Intrac.,astal tons, with estimated savings
Wisconsin
chemicals
shipped
$3.700,000. The greater part of this ginia
"Universal - International Studio not redecorated, man. your're gonrates.
fertilizer
and
ferroalloys.
the iecetved
wanted me to play a doctor in na hear aticut it, and how."
This Was d.sclosed today by an represented shipments inth
this pig iron
Started On Radio
"Away All Boats." but I thought
analysis which TVA has made of Valley. States included in
in
states
Illinois led all other
..ou.isana.
It would be too confusing," he
Boone first did "Medic' as a
Teel:lessee River freight movements region are Arkansas.
different kinds of
of
number
the
Texas.
groaned today.
rodio show yews. ago and was
for 1954. In compiling the figures Missouri and
shipped or received.
Commodities shipped from points cammodities
"So they gave me the role of a aligned for the TV version. He has
TVA separated traffc originating
tons,
600.000
nearly
to
amounting
coal.
*spelt.
`stony-faced Aimy officer' — and starred in nine out of 29 "Medic"
or destined outside the Tennessee in Illinois included
.1 savings
steel with $1.300.000 estimateii
there I am looking like the doctor episodes and hosted the rest.
•
Valley from local Tennessee River grain, petroleum products and
cost.
transportat.on
in
were
in 'Medic' again."
"I've been criticized for looking
movements. The figures. TVA said. products. Rece.ved in Illinois
brazenly
10,
RAIMEREZ,
LUIS
construction equipThe stora• of Boone is a case Serious on the show. but I watched
are esttmates as the U S. Arrny chemicals. coal.
mutes for photographers after
TVA has been notified that the history of how a single role
iron and
can reel doctors at work and they conEngineers bas not yet released ment. forest products. pig
approved influence the li,fe of
his arrest in New York in conhas
Budget
the
of
Bureau
vessels
very
an
centrate
hard.actor.
said.
steel
he
new
official statistic's for that year
nector with the slaying of a
sale of 425 acres on
Fans Are Coarser
"When you're doing a story about
From Indiana points came auto- negotiated
The analysis shows the traffic
memiser of a rival teen-age gang.
Norris Lake to the Knoxville Girl
proMany
fans
think
petroleum
leukemia,
is
Boone
are
real
and
a
where
'jokes?
the
girin"
mobiles.
on the r.ver was estimated at
,Carlos Luis Feliciano, 16, was
'Scouts. Inc. to be developed as a doctor and ate crushed to hear he But I guess sqrne people would,
ducts
6.400.000 tons of which 2.100.000
shot to death as he worked in a
The tract is located isn't. Once a clinic thought so, like a grinning Dr. Kildare'
Arkansas shipped petroleum pro- scout camp
'•
grocery store on orders of a
tons was local traffic
between the Anderson Boat Dock. too, and called to hire him. He
received
"Away
locathe
On
Boats"
firms
All
Iowa
while
"death sentence" by the ReimerOf the remaining inter-regional ducts.
the Rig Ridge State Park. receives fan mail from doctors. He tion in the Virginia Islands his
and
inshipments
Kentucky
s& groop. Another member and a
traffic, estimated at 5.300.000 tons. aluminum
and pet- The Bureau also has approved the has lectured on "Medic" to raise wife be:arne ill. He thought she girl, who allegedly hid the murcompanies in the Ohio Valley re- volved automobiles. grain
negotiated sale of 53 acres to the $265.000 for Los Angeles' new had an upset stomach — but the der weapon, also face homicide
steel
nev.'.
and
products
gion shipped or received 3.600.000 roleum
Yacht Club. Mount Sinai Hospital.
Lake
I island doctor discovered it was charges.
shipped asphalt. Guntersville
(international)
tons States involved are Indiana. vessels. Louisiana
'Most of his working days are emetgency appendicitis.
petroleum pro- C;,.intersville. Alabama.
Kentucky. Michigan. Ohio. Pennsy- chemicals. molasses,
and o
lvania, and West Virginia. Most ducts. salt and sulphur.
vessels. Pilichig..
steel
new
(*Wed
rigs
ass
transportation
total
this
of
received f,
Sr inbound and outbound traffio sent automobiles. and

TV Doctor
Called On I
For "Help"

T.V.A.
Newsletter

va!,

Defiant On Arrest

PARKER'S FOOD
MARKET

Anv'

=sae
'
Jab

?ockno?m,SIVEDEN,whose r.amed II
City Haltsymbolizes the nations achtevemen t in modern architecture
and desipn,rill offer outstanding
arts and crafts displaysSeptio-OctIo'
duri*Scandlnan
Desrfn vakad

IKE'S SON, STAFF COLLEGE GRAD

•

•

MAJOR JOHN EISENHOWER, son of the President, receives his
diploma from Brig. Gen. William F. Train as a graduate from the
Army's Command and General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas. The President graduated from the same college 26 years ago.

Fifth

South

S ee

LOW PRICES

HIGH QUALITY

Shop Parker's One-Stop Grocery Every Day For Outstanding Values Ph.1061

tom.

until mul-Soplember
In spectacular flowernlled:ethylOsVarPokin,
the"ea.

I

ICE

Ice Cream
Mix
2 for 29c
Kool - Aid
6 for 25c

Enjoy

Icr

HAMS 591/2e

,
"/(\\

"Was • ,a

10-12 Lb. Avg.

kST lb. 39e
GOV'T GRADE "A" — ROUND or SIRLOIN

lb. 89c •

2 lb. 19c STEAK

Green Beans

Choc. or Vanilla

Fancy — Home Grown

All Flavors

0,4 Of swt..g

•

'We

slut

INSTANT

Sugar

WORTHMORE SLICED — Cello Packed

qt. 39c BACON

100 lb. bag $9.59

lb. 39c

FIELD

1-Lb. Cello Pkg.

39c •

WEINERS

BIRDS EYE

441•727,"/J, Strawberries
12-oz. 29e
OV1/ •

PUREX DRY
BLEACH 93c

Only the home gardener. who tages in sowing at the same
can sink teem into an ear of time several different varieties.
sweet corn within an hour or of varying maturity dates, in
less after it is picked, really order to produce a long harvest,
knows the supreme tenderness This practice also extends the
and flavor of this Americae fa- pollenation period of the. planting. and lessens the danger of
vorite.
Lass of favor begins at the in- failing to fertilize the silks,
stant it is picked Chilling can which may occur in unfavorable
Slow this down, but nothing caa weather, when one hybrid ca
stop R. except popping the say Arty is grown alone.
A sowing of sweet corn should
Into boiling water as soon as pos'Able. say from II minutes to half be made in four short rows
rather than in a single long row.
An hour after picking
Varieties of ...meet corn drier- Thai- assures that when t-he pollen
ripe, a cross avid will carry
is
much in sweetness. When you
find a variety that pleases you, It to the silk in the young ears
the best way to enjoy it is to of an adjoining row, rather than
make several sowings, spaced so wasting it on the ground, as
that they mature one after the might be Olte case in a single
other, prolonging the season of row Each silk must be fertilized
by pollen, in order to produce •
your delight
A patch cf sweet corn in a kernel, and many failures v.Ath
corn
are traceable to poor Pfk
uare in norspace fifteen feet
yield ten Imation
mal weather shop
Seed should be sown when
proximate,
dozen ears. This is
,
bearing at ger of, frost is over, about
of course, each sta
least one ear, and some of them inches deep either in contin., •
drills
or
s
drills.
hills.
In
bearing two.
Hybrid sweet corn IS gradu• three or four seeds to • foot,
ally displacing open pollenated later to be thinned out to six
varieties though many home inches apart for dwarf growing
gardeners continue to grow the varieties or • foot apart for tall
latter. The harvest season of a ones. Space the hills two to three
hybrid variety is usually short- feet apart in the rows, according
tr. and while the ears are larger to the size of the variety, and
and the yield heavier. Most hy- both drills and hills space •
, brat varieties are disease resist- rows two to three feet apart
Deep cultivation of corn must
ant, and more vigorous growers
be avoided because the plaiits
thin open pollenated kinds
shallow roots: but all weeds
have
sup'
To fnaintaip a continuous
ply of one hybrid variety more should be kept down and the soil
I frequent sowings should be stirred, to break its crust, Until
made. There are some advan- tale plants are hail grown,

lb. 39c
•

Salad Dressing
Godchaux

Lrg. 6-oz. Jar

For she finest sweet corn make successive plantings of year
favorite variety.

lb. 19c PICNIC HAMS

Big Brother

Maxwell House

• Coffee
$1.49

irrre-Tatialr
iseasti. ius ITS
CORRESPOrtn14G/

SMOKED SHORT SHANK — 4-6 Lb. Avg.

Ripe Tomatoes

Ginger Ale
93c

FIRST•Paaert teiG

•

GOV'T GRADE "A"

COLD

Fresh Tender — Home Grown

WHITE ROCK

MU

„:

Watermelon & Cantaloupe

FROSTEE

MAKE SUCCESiIV'S
PLANT iraC S aboui
TIM OSIS AP•RT TO
li•••00Y • LONG
4aA

•4//ft

for 25c

sweet Corn's Top Flavor
!Lost Soon After Picking
•
ip
_
I

LB.

pt.
Miller Ice Cream
FREE with each pt.
You Buy

pale.P.Artiner
restive/i4 Or.erovnik,
ra427411114 will •
_ triter cpen-air opera,
Warne,ballet and
folk cianeesfrom Jul/

lift h•
•

FULLY COOKED

—SATURDAY ONLY —

in the fall is 3
thr vacationinp photo Fans.
Golden azifu ProffoZiape adds
extra beauty to Old hforld scenes.

READY TO EAT

FIELD'S

FREE ICE CREAM

-

111111
EUROPE'
parathiSe

•

\I

SEALED

SWEET
24c
BORAX

2 for 35c

ORANGE JUICE

VI II I

25c

41,

TREND

,HIPOUTE

2 kg.for 39c

29c jar

20-02. CA

AXO

FAULTLESS
STAr. H 3643z.

WELCH'S

JAHC-E

20c

37C

C

.SKINNER
neWil

Shell Macaroni
bleed

29c

WAXTEX
WAX PAPER
25c box

I

a

10-oz.
19c

Spaghetti
10-oz.
19c

WWI
ANGLE)
EF & GRAVI

IMPROVED,
DIAMOND

LUNCHEON NAPKINS

2 for 29c

•
has again been drawn to the
widespread sentiment in favor of
adoption of the rose as our National Flower
Hour
_According to Sidney B. Hutton.
president of All-America Rose SeIf not pleased with powertul,
lections, the nation's leading growcrawl ytic fungicide4 T-4-L, yuur
ers'Massociation, public opinion is
00 back at any drug store. 1-4 I.
running so strongly in .favor of
siauitus off tainted °Mir skin. Kilts
the rose that Congress should take
imbedded fungi On ((MIA(
immediate action.
The recent selection of Circus
Greasier', instant - drying. Toda‘
"Every opinion poll taken in as the All-America Rose for 1956
Following the second observance
Holland Drug t 0
-Bolton
at
Smith
the
attention
Week,
Rose
with
connection
National
points up the increasing popularity
bill to make the rose our official of the floribunda class in the
a
shown
has
1 national emblem
United States. While this class
tremendous majority in favoe of was established a relaticeIrlhort
'This
said.
X
RELA
the rose." Mr. Hutton
HAVE FUN
time ago (about 1935), its vermajority is so large it seems satility and heavy flowering habit I
ignore
to
:mpossible for Congress
have won a host of friends through- I
the miner by letting the proposal out the garden world.
languish in Committee."
is the latest of a distinCircus
.
Fri. - Sat., July lit & 2nd at 8:09 p.m.
Mr. Hutton cited polls conducted guished line of floribundas which
the
and
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
by the Associated Press
to have been named for the covete
It's Comedy • It's Haldrious • It's Clean Fun
National Broadoating Company
only selectio
AP AARS award. As the
A CAST OF LOCAL TALENTED PEOPLE
support his contention. The
its for 1956. Circus joins such famo
of
cent
per
879
that
reported
Don't Miss Seeing Robert 0. Miller with His
the champions as FashiSn, Vogue,
readers favor the rose as
Humor as GROUCHO MARX
cent Perkins, Lilibet and Jimmy Cricke
per
1
12
Only
flower.
natit nal
to bet it is
tre intha
uhior
14 IT'S NEW
•
varies It is munique
SOMETHING DIFFERENT
favored other blooms which
chosen for
Daisy I first
Shasta
I
.
the
from
all the way
the award.
to Indian Corn.
Development of this class has
audience.
In a poll of its listening
g Com- led to more imaginative uses for
the National Broadcastin
on the roses in the garden. Where they
pany eked for opinions
via radio once were considered appropriate
National Flower proposal
rose was sel- only for formal bedding, they are
and television. The
to one now used as hedges, foundation
ected by a margin of ten
plantings, border edgings. color
over all others.
similar masses and accents Their long
Other pc Ils have shown
the spring to fall blooming period
results. A poll conducted by
asked lends distinction to any garden.
Gallup organization In 1950
The improved varieties which
respondents to flare , their favorite
1 'flower and reported that eighteen have reached the market in reNEW
CALL
the rose. cent years haye made rose growof every nineteen named
Office 856
Home 640-M
Aiming directly at the national ing comparatively easy and have
flower question. Public Opinion increased the ultimate rewards
Polls of New York .71ty found With a novel newcomer like circufel:,
that three ou: of every four would available for planting this
adopt the rose.
Russian
newspaper of the
The bill was introduced in Con- official
It accused Senator Smith I
gress as a Joint Resolution early Army
of camouflaging American foreign
this year The sponsors are Senator
with roses and dubbed her
Margaret Chase Smith of Maine, policty
Amazon hiding behind the
and Representative Frances P Bol- "an
rose.'
ton of Ohio. Both lawmakers reAnd
port that their mail has run heavily
in favor of adoption, and in addition. many other Solt have
15 Minutes,
easure.
promised support for the
You MUST be rid of the ITCH
been
has
action
Wid'espread
your Mc back at any drug
aroused by the propodg ttew York or
ITCH -ME - NOT actually
rose
Mace.
the
addpied
unan:mously
State
action relief. It deadtriplenotified
gives
and
flower
as its official
peels off tainted
itch,
the
the
of
ens
support
!Congress of its
been eater skin. KILLS GERMS AND
bill In Ohio. measures have
CONTACT. Fine
introduced to change the state FUNGUS ON
Itch, other fur- "
flower from the red carnation to for eczema. foot
has face rashes. Today at HOLLAND ,
the rose and political oratory
reached new heights. In Illinois DRUG CO.
the
a red-hot fight is Paging in
legislature to rep's& the violet
state
with the rose as os official
emblem
legislature
In Washington.
legislation
/ adolsted
has aimed,
— Large Stock
memorializing the rose rekolutict
the
of
corner
every
and from
the
nat,on comes evidence that
g pleat
rose holds a commandin
the Arnerian
in the affections of
people.
Lau
r
of i•-'LL
Perhaps the strangest result
PHONE 189
Less"
For
Rest
12th at SYCAMORE
"Tb..
the
was
the smith -Bolton Bill
recent reaction of Red Star. the

For Athlete's Foot
Get Amazing Results!

;RAD

Florib"unda
Roses Gain
In Favor

Congress Is
Urged On
Flower Bill

In One

‘\\

!ceives his
e from the
avenworth,
i years ago.

ICE COLD WATERMELON

CALL

1B

e

39

US

We Meet All Competitiv( Prices
On Same Quality Fcod

French Dressing
16-oz. for . 25c

HUMPHREVS
FOOD MARKET

Chevrolet's
special
hill-flatteners1

,

39c
39e
:ello

jar 10c
Del Monte

Pkg.

19e

QUART

39c

See 'that fine fat mountain yonder?
You can iron it out, flat as a floundeor
... and easy as whistling! .
Just point one of Chevrolet's special
hill-flatteners at it (either the 162-h.p.
"Turbo-Fire V8" or the 180-h.p. "Super
Turbo-Fire"*) ... and pull the trigger!
Barr-r-r-r-o-o-0-0-00M! Mister, you
got you a flat mountain!
. . . At least it feels flat. For here are
engines that sing as sweetly as a dynamo
... built to pour out a torrent of pure,
vibrationless power. Big-bore V8's with
the shortest stroke in the industry.'
So roost oi ttle finii-They loaf. Even at
the speed limit they just dream 'along,
purring out a fraction of their strength.
An engineer can understand why they
are so hyper-efficient. But you don't have
to be an engineer to know that these are
the sweetest running V8's you ever
piloted. Just come in and try one out!

%.• s'
S.
at

2(k
1AX0

LESS
36-oz.
37c

0

15c

*OpI gonad at &Ora

1-lb. for

.'89c

BELLE MEADE

LAY'S

Twin Potato Chip
DIAMOND

49c I Butter Cookies
2 for .

80 count

NAPKINS

.149L1/ES

73c

25c

Fresh
U. S. Choice
Meats

otirti

Fresh Mutton Roast

Heinz

Baby Food

lb. 45c

FRYERS

3 cans for

29c
Margarine
1 lb. 28c

gt

qt.
59c

CATSUP

49c

Blue Bonnet

V8

180.11/W8

S

MUSTARD

TOMATO

nil
162

25c

by KRAFT

°""
zt=1:42=1:3 (ral4"
I4`a
MIRACLE
Tp11,

3 lb.

89'

Or°

2 for

French's

OIN
''''''"••••111einsmar—

Nothing to Cut I
I

best dressed

4.1.-1LUER

•

NEW "Easy Open Con

LETTUCE
20c
head

Evergreens. Shrubs
and Azaleas

4

Ballard
0040/Biscuits

SPECIALS

Don't Scratch That Itch!
In

Courteous Service

TO EAT

Saladsofthe Month

Service Station
For .Lease

Folks, For Quality Food

f

dIs07 Nitk,

',0111Ct"

Funny• bone Follies

$
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TENNESSEE RIVER

FRESH CAT Ft SH
SWIFTS (ALL MEAT)

lb. 39e

HOT DOGS
SMOKED

Swifts
BROWN & SERVE
SAUSAGE

lb. 29c

SWIFTS

PREMIUM

, FULLY COOKED
Alaska

II A M
Whole - - 59e lk

Pink Salmon
can

47 c

met.

n
N
IA
S
N
O
7S
Gl'!6

/CHEVROLET

11

b. 4is"- if;414b°4*
"

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
4 Maple St.
501

Phone 97

Murray, Ky.
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SAVINGS
MI

Red - White - Blacks
and Multi-colors
Good Selection Styles Sizes
$198

J
t $5

Boys SUMMER SLACKS
$2.95 to $5.95
Boys Short Sleeve

SUMMER

• utes

s.
• 'in

Su
Jo
Te

c00%

an

0
s

Vit

eC1"Y

$1.98 to $3.95

iicr •
con

1"Cr,
:
fee Sug1

$J00

to $395

Children's

LADIES TWILL JEANS

COOL SUN DRESSES
$2.95 to $5.95

Bite - Red - Black - Gold

$2.49 & $2.95
ii.DIPQ SUN DRESSES

Children's

$1" to $198

Play Shoes and Sandals
$1.98 to $4.95

BOYS POLO SHIRTS

LADIES NYLON HOSE

Cc..2.1 Summer Sheers

$4.95 to $8.95
Ladies Cotton Blouses
$198 & $295

First Quality

$1" to $198

59c

2 for $1.00

r

an
lett
sst
--

8 COLORS! COTTON TWILL!
MISSES' CUFFED SHORTS

111

cool lono wcave.q

DACRON &COTTO
SPORT MT

Lilac, block, navy! Pink, blue, red! Turquoise, white! One the classic "boy" cut, $198
the other short-short! both zippered for
derfect fit. 10-20

Ladies Swim Suits

Men's Sport Caps
Twill - Straw or Plastic

59c to $198

Racklof slacks-all the right
cod, cool fabrics for those

Good Selection

hot Oaysl Moro colors, more

$395 to $1095

6 14)
:

patns, more woaves than
over. Choose yours-nowl

Ladies Swim laps

Men's Short Sleeve

by Playtex
•
16.10. ,

Twill or Denim, Linen Weae

Childrens' Cotton Shorts
59c to $2.95

SHIRTS

Collar or Crew Nock

.

BEACH JACKETS
$2.95
Ladies Play Shorts

3 to 14

Plisse, Nylon, Cottons
r

Ladies Terry

GIRLS SWIM SUITS

LADIES PLAY SHOES
and SANDALS

simo um nom

NM USN
IIIIIIII NM SEM llitn En los

imie MMI1
Omm MOM MN Imp SEM NM NM

(;Iii)Dacron or
!Of)
SHIRTS

SPORT SHIRTS

now

1'1; .

IN iOn

)
Se
picoett.

SPECIAL

Men's Ss iui Trunk
briefs, boxer - $195 & $295

SUITS

Mewl Summer Slacks
Special

gimp

ONE
Reg. $5.95
Reg. $4.95

1 ,CKfZIT
DMFY t:ft0
ATC

Now $11.00

rig

OF PANTS
NOW S5.00
NOW S4.00

Men's Short Sleeve

sport Shirts
and Check
Solid Color. Phase, Leno Mesh, Plaid
Gingham - Values to $1.95

$1.59 -- 2for $300
Men's Short gleevc Sport Shirts

NEW SUMMER SLACKS

•1
:i

Cords - Rayon - Orlon and Nylons
Dacron and Wools
`Wm=

$5.95 to $10.95

Men's Denim Sport Pant
Elastic Shirred Sides
Several Colors To Choose From

'
$29

$495

In Cool Cottons
S1.98

MEN'S. POLO

SHIRTS

Crew Neck or Collar Models
Cotton and Rayon

$1.98 & $2.95

MA's Summer Straw Hats
Milan or Panama Straws

$3.95 & $5.95
NEW
SUMMER

JUST RECEIVED

SHOP BELK'S FOR DAVY CROCKETT
Shirts •
• etc.
1,2r-its
•
Cards
MU

I ;Boys Swim Trunli

$1 00 to"
95

I 1

•

MENS BERMUDA SHORTS
In Sport Denim

REVERSIBLE SWIM TRUNKS
Newest idea in men's swimweor 1 Clan
plod on one side, cotton poplin on the
other! Zips down the side! Choice of charcoal, cognac, blue. Actually two suits in
one! Sizes 23 tc.) 36. V.I.-

3.95

$2.95

SHIPMENT

HATS

Special at $1.98

BELK ?SETTLE MURRAY, KY.

Tnr.

Sara

••••

1:1
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n(1 of ft wood
ct een Flaw
Comes To End

watch her progress around the
•
seats and chandeliers.
Siimiti,e always ws•ttlii ;ler }Liu' LI
tcreen.
1
Disney decided to top it all with
in that washerwoman-type bundle
The round movie was made by
a round screen that has a360-deatop her. head, "It's false-$2 49 of
interlocking 11 cameras in a circle
.
gree angle. It needs a circular
p-I• g
Woolicirth's best".
and mounting them on top of a
theater, of which there is only one
Arhultzie has hew, ph*- S - •
'1Wh
car. The camerman worked undera
free
as
was
installed
It
far.
so
k
the'
begs
she
at'NB2
gtaph taken'
strips of film were
Disneyland neath. The 11
exhibit at the new
photographer not to re-tourh the
projected by 11 machines on 11
on
opens
that
Park
Amusement
Nee.
lines in her
screens arranged in a circle. It
By ALINE MOSBY
July 19.
"These are character lines. Letive
en three momtook Disney craft
Culled Press Staff Correspondent
exnovelty."
a
strictly
'It's
somebotly
'em' in," she cried. "Once
ths to develop tAv system. Each
HOLLYWOOD SN -- New acdiwho
Ellenshaw
Peter
plained
suggested getting my nose fixed.
camera had to match perfectly in
tresses usually pasade their best
By ALINE MOSBY
rected the first 15 - minute movie
Never! That shape • is all I've
focus and exposure.
curves arid lipstick. but Ann Davis
United Press Staff Correspondent for "Circa-Rama."
got."
- The end of
made television stardom this seaHOLLYWOOD
Disney next plans to film scenes
"We'll make travelogues or speSchultz!e left Erie, Pa., for .show
son with a hew formula: Staying
Hollywood's wide-screen 'revolution cial acts for the system, but I of San Francisco, the New York
business because her brother was
homely.
is in sight ,at last. Walt Disney don't think it could be used for harbor and a Mexico City bull
a dancer in Broadway shows. For
Ann is better known to, TV fans
has unveiled a screen so wide stories.
ring for his 15-minute "rouneiies."
nine years she worked in tiny theas "Schultzie'' of the Bob CumIt goes all the way around the
Eyes Back Of Head Needed
ater c,impanies that toured the
"We will not film 'The Sea
mings show. In the series Schultzie
theater.
"We did this to put a stop
country.
Us.' " one Disney worker
Around
was
screen
circular
new
is an unglamorous wench who is
This
to all this wide - screen buiness.
said firmly.
Got Little Pay
the butt cf many a laugh about
bailed with some - relief by the They can't go any fulther now!"
"I had Li scrub floors, paint local press. For nearly two years
her homeLness.
Disney held • demonstration of
In real life, Sehultzie, as She's scenery play 'parts and then we
we have been tramping to demon- his "roundies". and I can report
in
another
perform
from
down-tomove on to
called now, is a• friendly,
strate of w;de-screen systems,
that to watch a circular movie you
i in the next town," She Cinerama to VistaVisien, with ate.
earth girl who is not embarrassed gymnasiun
need eyes in pack of your head
."
each
We
Said. -We were lucky if
over her lack of gcod looks.
reophonic c:rund blasting from the or a friend behind you. Otherwise.
"Sure, it kelt me a long time to got $35 take-home pay a week."
a twin sister you miss half the movie. But, as
The long-suffering Schultzie fi- ench poodle. She has
get started because I'm not pretty,''
who writes one scribe pointed out, with cura
Pennsylvani
in
'back
she said. "Agents used to tell me nally wound up with a comedy act
for rent plots this might not be a bad
as
vicariously
'
live
when I phoned that unless I was In a little basement distro in Los so
;
idea.
children,
three
her
about
Angeles A TV executive saw her, Schultzie
beautiful, don't bother.
Or you stand iA the center of the
is concerned."
"But rye never been sorry about told Cummings.' and • overnight she as being married
SHIP YOUR LAMBS
room and keep twirling around to
my looks. I'm glad I'm not pretty. was a hit cf the NBC Itimed screen.
Circular theatres
I know ,a fellow but we watch the action.
AND VEAL CALVES
"04,
fast,
e`
so
series,
go
and
come
girls
Glamour
all," she the audience agreed, should sell
She still entertains' at the cab- jug pal around, that's
great as long as your looks
TO
popof
TATUM-EMBRY
instead
pills
seasickness
nights
I ,work
aret, where the customers call her said shyly. "Besides.
last - then you're dead."
For • TOP PRICES
at the club so that takes care corn.
Schultzie.
-We tried having the audience
the dating
•
• EXPERT HANDLING
Odd-Looking -Character
The ectreil. $9, lives alone in of my time I'm rot
sit down in swivel chairs but
Other actresses' idols are Grace an smakment, except rot her Fr- type"
4 FAST SERVICE
'
way."
that
dizzier
even
get
some
Monroe, but
Marilyn
or
Kelly
Saturn Embry a g registered and bonded
Elesuey executive Bill Anderson
Schultzie's is Mary Wicks, the
Sales Agency. Our salesmen have the
%
said.
is•o‘•u id information at thou lager
funny. horsey-faced character
ee .loroughly trained to get
Stopper
Bikini Show
n movies.
It Ocular lor your livestock
ran
movie
"
The first "circa-rama
ertent service, regardless of
only 15 minutes because that is all
• i•S shument.
your swiveling head can stand The
CATTLE, CALVES,
UttERS
production was a travelogue, a
Of.
HOGS, and SHEEP
drive from Hollywood to Las Vegas. The show-stopper was a brunette In a polka-dot Bikini bathing
I.;restock &Felton SiIMO 11'7
suit. She walked by a Las Vegas
K
Ileurboo Pock Unit
swimming iniol and the audience,
to a man, turned in unison to

Stay Homely
Says Actress

EASY

CANDY

NEW YORK - Pi -.This easywil satisti, the
to-make candy
family's sweet tooth. Just heat Li
package of semi-sweet chocolate
chlps over hot water until they're
partly melted. Remove from the
hot water and stir until the melting is finished. Add 2,3 cup of
roasted peanuts. skinned. Mix well
and drop from a teaspoon onto
waxed paper. Cool until firm.

GAY
GIBSON
in

a rustic mood

—
.
LUNCH DISAGREE WITH THEM/

COMMUNIST LEADERS GET PRISON TERMS
11*

TATUM-EMBRY & CO.

MURRAY LIVESTOCK .C-0.
— MARKET REPORT —
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
June 28, 1955
TOTAL HEAD 1007
$18.00-20.00
15.00-17.50
15.00-20.00
10.00-13.00
5.00- 9.50
7.25-13.80

Good Quality Fat Steers
Medium Quality Butcher Cattle
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows, Beef Type
Canners and Cutters
Bulls

3

overthrow
1 dadel ,hia are under sentence for advocating
THIS, PUNS COMMUNIST leaders shown in
a 56-day trial which ended in August 1954,
in
convicted
werc
They
force.
by
government
of the U. S.
Labovitz, 29, two years: Irwio Katz, 35, two
and only recently were sentenced. Fn.!, left Sherman
hi. four years:
1/11 V. 1 Davis. 46, four years: Thomas Nabrie4
year.
two
56,
Lowenfels,
Walter
years;
Benjamin Weiss, 29, two years: Robert
years;
four
,-loff,
&mil.
years;
four
41,
Joseph Kuzma,
(international Soundphoto)
Klonsky. 35. two years.
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THE BOSS OF BROKEN SPUTI 'Release
back angry men making that noisewas
that
crowd
sever told use
CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR
men with a deadly purpose tu-hin I
in town!"
levelly.
him
at
looked
CHRISTIE
anger. A sense of their helptheir
to
chance
a
me
gr.e
never
"You
They'd both been drinking. The
descended on Kerry like a
lessness
I
Anyway,
ng!
anyth
you
leered, "Come t' have tel.
blow off steam. crushing Wright.
ILA
they'd
thought
• look at y'r sweetheart through
"Rusty!" he groaned. "I got you
never-"
the bars. huh? Don't look so good
e.
thought!" Rob fairly spat into this!"
"You
that way, does he?"
"Hush up, Kerry boy. This ain't
It at Wm. "1 could have had the
Christie battled down her urge crew together an 1 been half way no Utne to waste time toilette toolishness. Might -a well say 1 got
to slap the Insolent red face. The to town by now."
it-y' might better. %%ten
other man spat again.
"Rob!" As Rob started for the you Into
lightire rod, y're
"Looks awright tome. Only way door, Lacey pulled himself to his y team up with •
the lightinl hit too
I can think of ne'd hook better is feet, his sagging figure straight- liable to have
you for comfort. An'
danglin' at the end of • rope. He'd ened up Into someffmg resembling close around
this looks like bein' about the biglook real good that way, the dirty dignity. "Where y. goin'7"
bolt I ever at-tracted!"
murderire-!"
"To the bunkhouse." Rob rasped, gest
"Rusty, what do we do 7"
saddle
the
tilt
to
crew
the
hictell
friend
"to
his
be,"
"Could
"I'd say the first move was to
-where else?"
coughed. "Could be!"
hold o' that critter that grwe
"Look* here, Rob -this is my get
Christie whirled past them. Her
under the name o' deputy sheriff."
boot-heels struck a savage rhythm Job- -"
commenced a vigorous bang"And Kerry's my boy!" Rob's Rusty
from the planks of the sidewalk as
there ing on the bail.
she strode toward the livery stable. eyes were wide open, and
The noise along the street was
their black
•Here she mounted her waiting was sheer murder in
louder and "loser, Eventgetting
legal
gettin'
try
you
"Don't
horse, and rode tunously toward depths.
ually Jim Farrell came 'Muffling
Lacey-"
now,
me
on
Broken Spur.
up to cell-door. The lamp he car"It ain't the law I'm thinkin'
Lacey Parran had been spending
declared ried wan shaking so that the lignt
sheriff
the
Rob,'
with
about.
half-hour
an uncomfortable
his face,
s not more played queer tricks with
Rob. All afternoon Rob nad been heavily. "But there
that he
crowd in but Kerry could nake out
menet
that
•
halt
like
room
than
living
the
pacing
like a
are left here looked more than ordinarily
caged lion, with the furies fasten- town. The ones that
eyes
might try seared rabbit, with rile pale
ing on his soul, lie had to recog- -no tellin• what thes
• rew away all but starting out of his head.
nize the hopelessness of trying to if you' pull }our whole
d-awied,
"She itt, Rusty
drive his battered and depleted from Broken Spur.--"
"sounds t' me mighty like that
"Never mind Broker. Spur! I'm
crew Into action against the nestmob's headin this way."
ers again without a breathing taking care of my boy
Farrell's
"Don't you worry."
bus.
been
had
noises
street
of
The
necessity
spell, but the galling
didn't slack-jawed imitation of Lacey
he
aril
ears
Kerry's
havof
In
zing
feeling
the
doing nothing,
was
green louder Parran's best official manner
ing his hands tied, had built up a notice ihat they'd
voice so ludicrous that all the danger of
temper that was formidable, even until he heard Rusty's low
situation couldn't keep Kerry
unfortunate from the next cell, 'Kerry! You their
the
him -and
for
from grinning-iv the darlinesa. ;1'1
outside?"
sheriff had received the full brunt hear all that ruction
my duty. I'll defend my
"Sure I hear it," Kern growled. know
t IL After thirty minutes at the
prianers."
why
celebrating
as
"N esters
ercy of Rob's tongue, he felt
you'd die defendin'
"Reckon
he'd been beaten over the head wouldn't they 7"
em," Rusty agreed p Is cidl V.
in
note
7
sot
a
was
there
the
"Kid,"
welcomed
th a quirt, and he
I. netrated "Mighty white o' you. Sherrtt, but
hirlwind entrance of Christie Rusty's drawl that.
it wouldn't be much comfort r
Kerry's Indifference as the neste••••
to the room.
Kerry an' me when we was Jong"Here, girl!" Rob crossed the shouting had failed to do. "may
figdiffe ent kind g lin' from the end 91 a imb. I
room in long, swift strides and put nesters make
ure it'd be more tc the point if you
t•
a supporting arm about the spent noise when they're nappy. Hut
guns
the moon ad had some help. Got a couple
girt "Sit down. I'll get you some. heard cowboys bayin'
around 7"
the way from Dodge to Cheyenn.
thing to drink"
"Why-yeah-"
like a celeShe shook him off. "Never mind -an' that don't sound
"Then how 'bout breakin' em
me, I'm all right. Can you come bration to me!"
an' unlockin• these doors?"
out
Kerry densest himself up to the
back to town with me?"
Farrell hesitated, his loose law
"What do you
"What's happened? Is Kerry all side of his Mel.
waggling in indecision. "Armin'
think, Rusty?"
right ?"
pris'ners an' turnin' 'em loose-No,
"It sounds to me like they're out
"The nesters -" Visibly she
an uneasy 'fraid that wouldn't be reglar."
pulled herself together. -They're In for blood-an' I 'got
"For God's sake, Jim!" Kerry
mirs."
on ugly temper. They've been do- kind of a feelin' it might be
out in an agony of impaburst
cot.
his
of
edge
the
on
Tense
trig a lot of drinking, I guess. Anytience. "Having a lynch mob break
the
from
sweat
cold
In
drenched
heard a couple of them in
ItIto your jail Is'nt regular, either.
front of the jail, making lynch talk. effort of sitting up. Kerry list.med.
opened, You can't stand them, off all by
were
ears
his
that
Now
noIts
just talk, but with
&gnaw
mistaking those yourself!"
bs* but Jim Farrell at the jail-" there was no
(To Sc (,'ontinued)
were
Ileibb whirled on Lacey• "You shouts of joviality. Those
K lug_ Features Syndicate.
‘
ClopylIght,

VEALS —
Fancy Veals
No, 1 Veals
No, 2 Veals
Throwouts
(left) 514 Nit
THE UNSMILING expressions of Russia's V. M. Molotov
something
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles indicate perhaps
They are at the
disagrees either with them or bel‘•.een them
Russians' rented Hillsborough mar,rion near sari Francisco, where
)
Soviet foreign 'minister gave luncheon international Soundphoto

19.50
18.00
16.00
6.00-14.30

Gay Gibson dresses yen delightfully for summer fun in
this peasant dress of floral'
striped cotton broadcloth.
Contrast basque bodice with
lacing in front. Aqua, yellow,
rose. Sizes 7 to 15. $8.95

Littloon's

HOGS —
19.75

180 to 230 pounds

By Ernie Bualunillev

NANCY

I TH INK I'LL
WE AR MY
COWBOY
OUTFIT

HAW
I'M WARNING
H AW--YOU, SPIKE -THE
DON'T SOCK
MASKED
ME
RIDER

OWWWWW

NO ---THE

DOUBLE-

MASKED
RI DER

secondman
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k

•
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S

•
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By Raeburn Van Buren

—
ABBIE an SLATS
MARK MY WORDS,GIRLS-M-11:N PEOPLE
E YOU IN THOSE OUTF I;,t.ND HEAR
YOU SING THE SONG', MOTHER USED
70 SING, I CZARANTEE
THERE WCN'T BE A DRY
EYE IN AMERICA
WE'LL KEEP IT ALL
VERY SIMPLE...SAY
ABOUT FIFTY VIOLINS
IN THE BACKGROUND...

...MAYBE TWO -NO THREE
PIANOS -HALF A DOZEN HAPPS
...A COUPLE DOZEN
ALL BUILDING UP
SLOW AND EASY
TO YOUR
GLORIOUS
YOUNG

WANT TO...BUT
THE GIRLS SEEM
MIGHTY BUSY WITH
THAT SANDY
FELLOW
1 4141
41
4.

VOICES.-

•C‘,

•
•

••••

'NA
•

_
1-4LEloA
-1-

tf.i#0041t By' AI Capp
LIC--ABNER
re'
I, tslA,Dt` ME,AM TI-I' LAST
LIVIN' POSSESSOR OF
THAT MOST DREADED'
OF SUPER-UNNATURAL
WEAPONS -TH'WHAMMY!!

(-1 YES.
??•-•
MADAME
SAID '/ORE.
NAME WAS .4
EVIL FLEEGLE-..
??-KIN

von 5E-

>

EYE
FLEEGLEr.

IN Ti--IET EVIL-E`/E. 0"
(
-CONCENTRATED
YORN IS
MORE PURE,HUNDRED PERCENT, ROTTEN,

ol

LOWDOWN EVIL, THAN
IN ALL --

4-30

,41
lapiemog
woo.wee.....asslow,w4Ort
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HI, CHARLIE...
YOU GOIN'
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Small ipacd.

From Green,Leafy Foods

AirTorce o

Begin New
Policy July 1
•

All military service veterans, dischared since July 1961 will find
that many occupational skills and
technical knowledge acquired through such service are in great
demand by the Air Force.
Starting July 1, the Air Force
will put into operation a new
policy which establishes a grade
scale for enlistment fur all prior
service personnel regardless of former branch of Service. The grade
scale will be based on technical
skills and grade at time of discharge.
A choice of
is also part
which favors
ans. In some

li

area base assignment
of the new policy
the discharged vetercases it carries pro-

re-enlistment for a SWIM overseas theatre.
The plan was devked to increase
procurment of the much needed
prior servire technician and to
insure assignment where skills
could be used inunediatelm
determination
Basically, grade
will be dependent upon skill, date
of separation and the need of
the occupational field specialty.
The new plan will be illmlemented at all USAF Recruiting Stations
throughout the United States. Each
station will receivc a periodic
breakdown of Means Ilategorized in
order of needs.
The breakdown will encompass
all occupational skills used in the
Air Force and will be listed in
six classifications ranging from
needed to'surplus. Those in a
surplus field can re-enlist and
request re-training in a needed
skilL
Veterans having a needed 0,-cupational skill wil benefit most
by the new policy. For some skills
the previous 90 nay in grade en-

extended considerably. In some
instances %here separation date is
over 18 miniths hilt less than
24, the veteran can re-enlist and
lose only one grade. Some possessing the particular skills who have
been separated 'over 42 months
but less than 48 months may reenlist with the loss of only two
grades if otherwise qualified.
In the past very few veterans
received such consideration far in
grade re-enlistment if the time
out of service exceeded 90 days.
Personnel procurement officials of
the 2600th USAF Recruiting Wing
believe that the new policy carries
the answer to many of the reenlistment problems.
By extending the 90 day in
grade enlistment period in certain
skills one of the prime deterrents
to re-enlistment will be eliminated.
Men desiring more information on
re-enlistment should contact Sgt.
Meadors or Sgt. Sandefur at Room
29, Post Office Building. Paducah,
Ky. or Phone 2-2949.

1
og
Licenses
Are Shipped
Frankfort, Ky — Dog licenses
for the 1966-58 fiscal year have
bee', shipped to county officials
for sale, Commissioner of Agricultun' Ben S. Adams reported to
din
"fte new 1954 dug licensing ine4ulation measure, with licensing
fe4ures being administered through
thef Departmene of Agriculture and
in ulation features thromgh the
B rd of Health resulted ,fn sales
o' far more licenses than ever
ore sold, said Adams.
or the preceding period ending
afly 1, 1954 - before the present,
aw took effect - apprommatelfill
13,000 licenses were sold over the
entire State.

bi

CM only leader Ups of New Zealand spinach to um for greens.
Green leafy vegetables, rich in with the earliest crops, It will
vitamins, can be harvested from be ready to cut in • month, and
the home garden all summer new leaves will grow to replace
long. if a planting schedule is those that are cut. Chard has a
made. They are several plants distinctive flavor which many
whose leaves are rich in vita- prefer to spinach, and children
mins and minerals, which are
usually like it better.
easy to grow and give a bountiThe mustard family provides
ha harvest.
varieties of greens. One
So bountiful are they that care several
should be taken not to grow too known as Teridergreen will promuch, for when leaves are har- duce edible leaves in 21 days
vested, more leaves are pro- from sowing, and if the roots are
duced. from early in the sum- left undisturbed will preduce
mer until freezing weather.
eight or nine crops in the season.
Swiss chard, member of the All the mustards are quick growturnip family, is dui best known ing, and are much esteemed in
In northern states, while varieties Use southern states.
of mustard are popular in the
Garden sorrel, a favorite in
south. New Zealand spinach, no
relative of spinach, is most like Euregm, is a hardy perennial.
it in flavor Though the plant is which will live over winter and
tropical, the seed is hardy, and produce greens. It does best In
germinates best when sown very light shade.
early in cold soil
Kale is a fall and winter plant
One plant of New Zealand sown in June, the plants set out
spinach would 8.11 • bushel bas- i in rows two feet apart. They will
ket, but only the tender tips of produce leaves which nand freeztts many branches should be cut
and are improved in flavor
These are quickly replaced by ing,
by that experience. Collards benew growth.
cabbage family but
Swiss chard should be used long to the
When the leaves are young, not do not make heads, but bear
ever tan Inches in height. Sowa leaves with cabbage flavor.
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"Exciting little chose, wasn't irr
sin

,HORSE MEAT READY, WINSTON?1

Su

WHOLE 594

SWIFTS or FIELDS HAM..sliced 90a

i

Jo
Te

Action Of
Americans
Inspiring

tY1W ATOP CAGE aril rea ly for the parade at the 38th arutual
Lions internaticnal convention in Atlantic City, N J., is thislio
eno, which will be steppes! as • gift to Sir Winston ChurchilL
The
cub La ir.tendel to take the place of Rota, his pet Lon vrhich Vail
destroyed due to age.
'International Souridpitoto)

Seek Greater Wool Use

When the President attended the
ceremony commemorating the anniversary of tne discovery of the
massive, granite "Old Man of the
Mountain." one of the incongruous
sights at the base of the towering
Cannon Mountain was an Indian,
clad only in leather pants and
thoroughly dime up in garrish
war paint smeared across his face
in angry stnpes.
He fitted into the primitive scenery except for one thing. As the
President spoke, the redskin sat
in a modern folding chair, puffing
calmlyy on a filter-tip cigarette.

It was a reminder also, at an
Mr Eisenhower's overnight stop
interesting time, of the sheeking
Laconia. N H produce-I excelbrutality id the Soviet slave labor
t examples of New England
system
Mown
meeting- cooperation
at
Untold thausands of men of many
work Mrs. Regina Stafford and her
countriemma well as untold mildaughter. Grace, made all the
lions of Russians — are held in
doughnuts and sv:eetrolls not only
these camps
for the Presidents breakfast, bet
They have been sentenced to
nearly 100 members of hit
fantastic terms of ariprisonment on for
traveling caravan
various pretexts
And the Dexter Whitemores were
But the faat is that the Soviet
ahead
of
time
raising
Russian economy depends on slave busy
labor. So inefficient is Communist Mamie Eisenhower carnations Just
governrnert that the Soviet gov- for the occasion The Mamie carnaerionent can not depend on free tion IS WIalte with candy red
labor —N any labor in the Soviet stripes.
Furthermore. the Laconia Tavern
Union can be called free
Secretary
Labor James P. moved out all but three guests to
Mitchell rmsed the IMINA• in a mer- make room for the presidential
ciless attack cm the Soviet labor party. and a local shopkeeper opensystem before the International ed at 7 o'clock the showery mornLabor Organization in Geneva, ing Mr Eisenhower left Laconia
to answer • sudden demand for I
Switzerland. in June.
He attacked
the
Communist raincoats needed by the persons in
labor unions as mere 'Iranians- the White H rise party
mem belts' for government recruitment of labor, and also attack-.
bo the labor camp system
But the issue wtheoh interests the
United States and other Western
countries ,s that of their own citizens who are enslaved by the
Soviet government.
It was suggested at the time
that Mitohell made Ma speech that
the United States might :aise the
issue of American prisoners at
the Big Four Conference which has
now
been set for July 18 in
Geneva.
The week-end dispatches from
Vienna. giving new details of the
imprisonment of American would
seem to make this almost certain.
Many bailees bivelved
Austrians returning from imprisonment told not only of Americans but cs Britons and French..
men and Gerrnans and Japanese
impriaoned by Russia.
Even if President Eisenhower
and
Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles did not raise the
quest;on, the FitiLsh and French
delegations probably would.
But the prisoner question is
likely to cause trouble for the
Soviet goverranent ,n other quarters Aso.
Japan is raising the pr,soner
question in its peace treaty negotiations with Russia naw in proem-et in London. Japan holds that
PRISIMPIT Eisenhower sends one
Russia stfll is holding at least 17.straight down the middle of the
300 of its war prisoners
fairway for almost 250 yard(.1
It is reported that West German
he stopped for a round of golf
Chancellne Konrad Adenauer will
at Whitefleld, N. H. The Chief
aak aboueGershrin prisoners when
Executive is on a speaking, fishhe
Mew-ow, sometime in late
Ir.g and golfing trip through New
auMiner Or early Lail.
(International)
.England. ._
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YORK. N Y.—Programs H. Breckenridge of Twin rank
NEW
cicogned to increase markets Idaho. president of Me Nafor wonl in the U.S will be tional Wool Growers Associachairman of the
intensified' during the coming tion' C
Australian Wool Bureau, sad
year. it has been announced fol- Waiter' Horrobin,
chairman MI
lowing. the annual ineetirm of the New Zealand Wool Board.
the Wool Bureau. Inc.
Re-elected to the Board were
Leaders Of the wool growing W H Steiwer of Fossil, Oregon,
Industry have voted to expand president of the American Wool
nationaide wool promotion efai Council: L F. Hartley, chairforts, and step up the national man and South African memconsumer advertising campaign ber, International Wept Secretariat, R G Lund. New Zealfor wool
Steve L Stumberg of Sander- and member, International Wool
Secretariat.
and Mr. Moolman.
ten. Tess, a former vice-prem. I
dent of the American Wool
A steadily improving outlook
Cooncii and past president of the for wool in the United States
Texas Sheep & Goat Raisers As- was predicted at the meetings.
vitiation. has been elected chair- The brightening sentiment la
man of the Bureau's Board of evident at diversified levels, the
Dmentors. succeeding Jan H. Bureau reported, noting a rise
Moot:man of tiLddelbirrg. South In mill consumption of apparel
Africa
wool, an increase in :iew orders
Three new members were for civilian apparel I- 'rim and
seit•d on the 'Board of Directors a Sharp resurgence 101001 fal.
tt.• Wawa Taal are ban rice in many markets
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10-0

3lbs 79c

:SNOWDRIFT

FROSTY-MORN

BARBECUE HAM

lb.$1.00

AREYS

PURE LARD

3lbs 69c

FROSTY-MORN
BLUE BONNET

BACON

lb. 55c

OLEO
Bit: BROTHER or BETTER SPREAD

SAUSAGE

lb. 49e

OLEO

FIRM HEADS

BANANAS
13c lb

LEMONS

CABBAGE
lb 4`
DIME BELLE

lb bag

tome Style Cookies

30e

II.LAVO KIST

President Relaxes

Li aLialma isl THE U.S. MOOLGROMING,J,›IMMIRY attend
the annual meeting of. the Mend Bureau Ine'lriNess York. Steve
L. Stuoititrg Mantel.) of Sanderson. Texas. was elected chairman
of the Bureaus Board of Directors. Flanking hiin me M N.
Steiner (left., of Fossil, Oregon. president of the Arnemicen %toed
(nuncil. and John H. Breckenridge of Twin Falls, Idaha president of the National Wool Growers Association.

39e or 3Ib

WEINERS

BACKSTAIRS AT THE
WHITEIIOUSE

By CHARLES M. MeCANN
United Press staff Correspondent
It was inapinng to read. last
weekend how Americans inpinsoned in Russian serve labor camps
are making little United States
flags out of bits of colored paper
and displaying them at the risk
of torture.
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box

Lemon Custard Sand).•ich
GoLD
Frozen Dessert Ice Cream

gal
59c
'real

Gow
Twin Pops -- Dream Sick —Fudge Bar
6 for 25c
MEADOW

TOMATOES
1 "' 20'

2

. 79c

Pure Ice Cream

lb for

5c each

30c

MEADOW GOLD

GREEN BEANS
2
25`

GRAPEFRUIT

boxes 66c

Free - 1 box Ajax

RINSO BLUE
2 58`

Frozen Milk Shake

fur

FOR ICE CREAM

Waffle Cuplets

CANTALOUPES
20
each

IVORY SNOW
2 f°r 59°
CHEER 25`

REGULAR

(

Cigarettes

JONES FOOD MARKET
Telephone 874

FREE PARKING
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5 county officials
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dug licensing are, with licensing
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resulted irti sales
censes than ever
Adams.
ling period ending
before the present,
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the future of the horn
the food supply, the food. chemists are
chemists have just pl
.ce riled. Man hasn't even started to
make the moot of Woe foods availby revealing a cheer',
to him. they say.
corning qurnua and
Now, take quinua and can.hua.
Tho.e two are plants
,eow
at Who ever 'heard of them except
in the high Andes
8,000 feet cc higher. The cheerful the Indians of the Peruvian mounnew fact about them is that as ts-ens where they have been feeding Indians sin.e time inmorable,
things which people can eat with
even beyond the days of the Incas
Frain, they're as Lourishing or
The inference of the food
more nourishing than wheat, oats, empire?
chemists was that they 'could be
whole
dried
m
lk
or
By DELOS SMM1
cultivated in high mountains any
United PressScience Elite,.
Every time the popilatan scien- where and could, in a pinch feed
EW YORK 11" In the
ritinu- tiAs foresees man stating himself vast numbers of people.
argument between food ehem- into extinction somediy lo, multiVitamin, Protein Source
and population sorentis over plying his number's fatter than his
They're stock plants which grow
-----------to heights of six to eight feet and
flower into great clusters of seeds
2 SPEED
which are quite
wonderful as
sources for proteins and vitamIns,
ao:o1 d124 to a team of U.S. and
Peruv.iin chem.sts which has analyzed them from A to Z.

d Chemists
iled By
orecasts

20-in. Window Fans $3495
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THURMAN FURNITURE

IAY
4th
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PA(;F7

,

beginc4
to the proteins
whole dPrectlioyereti
fir''a -- soa
milk. Futherrnore, their contents1 e.,11.oh has "a very bitter taste,"
of such vitamins as thiamine, rib°. they said, but this subatanii,e• can
..lavin, and niacin and of tni-h;fr removed by "vigorous washing
minerals as calcium. prsosphorous, And scrubbing."
and iron were yaneparable to those
.•
of the ceral grains which feed a
sileahle portion of the human race.

4audef
onna
.A
914r;'
weighing nine pounds. was bin
to Mr. and Mrs. James Donai ,
Castleberry; of 'Benton on Autul •
!Jay. June 18, at the
Murray
Hospital.

High Yield Possible
The plants now are cultivated by
primitive means and the yield per
acre is from 440 to 800 pounds.
However, experimental
cultivations by Peruvian agricultural scientists have produced . yields of
4,400 pounds an azre.

FOR THE BEST SALADS
WATCH

SPEAS

The dizinists were Philip I.
White, Enrique Alvistui, Cesar D.as, Eduardo Vinas, Hilda S. White,
and Carlos Collacks. They worked
under the au pices of the Peruvian

FOR

nited Trading Stamp
No. AOF 622

APPLE C:DER or DISTILLED

government end Harvard University's School of
Public Health.
Their"report was made to the Journal of Food
and
Agricultural
Chemistry, an organ of the American Chemical

C.hernical analysis showed that
the leeds contained approximately
as many amino ...cids as vihole
wheat. Amino acids are the "buildirg b_ozics" of prateins ..ind proHow quinua and ca.nihua taste,
ti-:ins are the very essence of diet-m
wiLtnntout them, there is no fiouri h- they didn t say — taste is rarely a
matter for science, as long as the.
Through nutritional tests with taste is "plat.ble." But they said
laboratory, ruts, the chemists dem- that except for Andes Indians, the
onstrated that these seed proteins seeds have "low prestige value,
were of high quality, compar..ble
!y1,
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YIN EGARS
FULLY AGED—MELLOW

First Person To Find This Stamp Will
Be Given A New

1955 Hoffman TV Set
FREE

heed 90e

This Ad Is Worth

3 lb.

99c
$1.00

lb 30,

This Week Only

3lbs 79(.
S•••

In Trading Stamps at

3lbs 69c
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lb 25t
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!FREE
This Coupon Is Good For
THREE DOLLARS IN

19(

FREE .
$31
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UNITED TRADING STAMPS
NAME

NAS

PARKER

•

OOD MARKET

ADDRESS .

• lb

Present to Any Merchant Giving United Trading Stamps

ONS
29c

1111121,111

United Trading Stamps
Are Also Given By The F ollowing Business Firms

THESE GIFTS

rum

1.1

FRUIT

'etch

Monk's
Charm
Ward
Auto SupplN .Super Service Beauty Shop

•

iB
66c

for

NIT

().x Ajax

Murray, Kentucky

509 S. 12th St.

500 Maple

Shirley
Florist

United Trading

North Fourth

Center

stamp
Redemption

TRADING

nw

BLUE
58c
SNOW
59c
25`

/ilet
4

WHEN YOU BUY AT THIS SIGN,11 11141i
YOU GET EXTRA VALUE!

C.

.

SHELL SERVICE
STATION
12th ant: Chestnut

ycamore

400 Ma in

ft

Every merchant Who gives
UNITED Trading Stamps
gives you extra value. Save
UNITED Trading Stamps for
natir "ally advertised premiun by buying where you
see the United emblem.

CT

aSlcott
Ikt/D:.r?en
ug

W. Scott

Boone
Cleaners

Parker
Food Market

409 Maple

Murray, Kentucky

!
WM, eft

• Hughes

Furches
Jewelers

Paint & Wallpaper

Smitties'
Sincla'
ir

Orr's Grocery

Company
N. Fourth at

Murray, Kentucky

Mac & Bill's
Service Sta.

Thurman's
Furniture
Murray, Kentuc {IN

RURAL DEALERS
Ed Wilson StorMurray Rt. t.

"Red" Wilson St
Murray

Rt, 5

Boyd's Store

Pine
Hazel, Ky.
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AIR CONDITIONER

)

;

THE LEDGER ANT) TTMES. MURRAY, KENTUCKY

I I

1I I
3:
r

II

I I

1

r !
l
i

FLUSH OR
;

FREE INSTALLATION 1
Less iring

I1 1

1 I I

e
I.

ST CARD MOUNTING

It

1

I I 11

111 _ TON DELUXE - $ 10 DOWN - s 2.95 A WEEK
il . 0 3-4
S— S •
—10
I .
I ! 1 - TON DELUXE - s 10 DOWN - s 3.94 A WEEK
III
I II

I
iii

to ,nceoli th,,
. •
FRIGIDAIRE

CASEMENT

ROOM CONDITIONER
m a casement window

WINDOW
MODEL

III
I I!

You Remove
f*

Just l Pane

::S.S& - sitir-v"vmmo
I II'

i 41 ION 143/4*
iII
' III
MU
01
I ill

Of Glass

°,.

•Includes 5 - Year Warranty
0 Normal Installation
•World - Famous Frigidaire Quality
•Solid Steel Chassis - No Wood
•Famous Meter - Miser Compressor
•Built and Backed by General Motors
•Backed by Ward & Elkins

THE ONLY AIR
CONDITIONER
USING
TWO •
COMPRESSORS

are Twin Powered for
Murray
Weather!

Extra Value
But
At An
Ordinary
Price
•

Murray's Largest Appliance Dealer
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